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Creative mode of action: Multi-Level-Activity.
Excellent preventative control of powdery mildew.
Soft treatment for your roses: no phytotoxicity, no visible residues.
Perfect fit for spray rotations and resistance management, no cross resistance
with other powdery mildew fungicides.
WHO classification (Green), safe to the user.
Safe for predatory mites and other beneficial organisms, IPM compatible.

*Please refer to the label before applying the product.
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A Great Honour and Pleasure
It is a great honor and pleasure to have been
given an opportunity by the board to pen this
editorial. Although unlike many of my readers,
I am not myself an horticulturalist, I do have
a close connection with this sector, as I have

Inside

spent a very happy fifteen years period interacting with them, and I have been honored indeed to be given an opportunity
to wine and dine with a sector that taxes itself. So it is indeed good to be
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unusual circumstances.
Just before writing this, I was in a meeting where Nyamathi village was
jubilating after a the dispensary wing was handed over to them. This
maternity was built by the Naivasha Horticultural Fair, Nelson Trust and
the Rotary Club of Naivasha. Talking of Naivasha Horticultural Fair, you
are talking of the money you pay to exhibit or attend the exhibition. This is
purely taxing yourselves to give services to the wananchi.
We are an accumulation of experiences, circumstances, people, voices,
challenges, good, bad, anything and everything, and the history can very
easily weigh you down if you don’t know different. This is why I love the

Harnessing the Power of Nature.

Floriculture’s Manager of the Month Column. Margaret Njambi, though
young, she is an icon to the flower sector and a must read. For those who
have interacted with her, she is a true professional.

IPM Goes to India

Molo River Farm burst into the scene a year ago. It’s professionalism has
earned them accolades and reputation. And to the changes, big and

Jubilation

small, that it’s running has brought about, and you get a full impact of how
powerful professional management can be. For Andrew and Paula, quality

30
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38
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Roses Need Protection

is not just a word, it is a lifestyle.
Every flower tells a story. But when it has bigger bud sizes, longer stems,
long vaselife and shorter crop cycles, the story is juice. This is the newest
story in the sector as told by Hicure Biostimulant. For growers, just relax
and derive maximum value by regularly using Hicure.
Just before my conclusion, the story cannot be told better if Airflo Limited,
a specialist perishable cargo airfreight logistics company. This is your
gateway to the market where the real story is told. With a 2200m2 of cold
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storage and a well-organised cold room flow, it maximizes the efficiency
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of product storage, movement and push out. This is a partner you can
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First shipping
container of roses
dispatched from Kenya

T

he first shipping container of roses has departed
from Mombasa, Kenya, for the Netherlands.
Following an extended period of preparation,
including varietal selection, choice of packaging and
mapping out the supply chain, this represents the start of the
first pilot scheme of the GreenCHAINge project. The flowers
are shipped, by container, in a supply chain that involves
refrigeration at every stage of the way, over land and sea,
with the aim of achieving 90% economy in emissions of
carbon dioxide (CO2), thereby demonstrating the feasibility
of long-distance transport by water.
The pilot scheme is the result of a unique collaborative
effort between Dutch trading companies and local growers,
supported by Wageningen UR Food & Biobased Research,
the Dutch Association of Wholesalers in Floricultural
Products (VGB), the Kenyan Flower Council (KFC) and
Maersk.
Stimulating sustainable logistical combinations in the
international floriculture sector to reduce CO2 emissions
is one of the aims of the GreenCHAINge project, which
involves plant breeders, growers and wholesalers, and
importers and exporters. The GreenCHAINge project’s
work package covers the exploration of different ways of
transporting the roses by sea from Mombasa to Europe.
With 120,000 tons of exports per year, sea freight is
a very promising alternative form of transportation for
the Kenyan-Dutch floriculture sector, in response to the
increasing demand for sustainable forms of transport and
rising air-freight costs. When alternative forms of transport
are considered, the quality of the flowers and vase life of
the products that consumers expect are essential factors
to consider. Having a good-quality product and the right
varieties grown is fundamental. The quality of the flowers
and micro-climate can be constantly monitored so that the
consumer is guaranteed the longest possible vase life.
The project is subsidized by the Dutch Ministry of Economic
Affairs, Topsector Tuinbouw and Productschap Tuinbouw.

6
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‘HortiTech’ Takes
Place in June 2014

T

he first edition of the HortiTech Amsterdam, a
new biennial event for the international world of
horticulture, will take place from Tuesday 10 to
Thursday 12 June 2014 in Amsterdam RAI. The month of
June was chosen both as a good time to invest and because
of its potential for an outdoor programme.
The event has a focus on production technology for food and
ornamental horticulture, in which the entire Dutch horticulture
sector plays an important role. The exhibition and intrinsic
programme is focused on international producers in the
food and ornamental horticulture industries, and will feature
the latest technological possibilities for growing under glass
and in the fields. The concept has been developed in close
consultation with the sector.
Last week Amsterdam RAI, AVAG and Fedecom reached an
agreement to join forces in this authoritative new international
horticulture event.
Innovations will be an important part of the event; virtually, on
the exhibition floor, and in the vote for the Innovation Award.
Three connecting themes will be at the heart of HortiTech;
water, energy and bio based. The themes will be represented
by exhibitors, workshops and seminars. In addition to these
three fixed themes, HortiTech will focus on changing current
topics. Food safety has already been added to the agenda
for 2014.
HortiTech Amsterdam is the preliminary working title of the
event and a new platform deserves a suitable new name. A
trajectory will be rolled out in the coming months involving
the relevant target groups to determine a definitive exhibition
title by 1 October 2013. Amsterdam RAI Exhibitions is the
organiser of HortiTech Amsterdam
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AIRFLO LIMITED – A SPECIALIST PERISHABLE CARGO AIRFREIGHT
LOGISTICS COMPANY
Airflo Limited is a leading perishable air cargo logistics company
based at Jomo Kenyatta International Airport (JKIA), Nairobi. The
company specialises in the export of flowers, cuttings and herbs
and is a Kenya Civil Aviation Authority (KCAA) Regulated Agent.
Airflo was acquired by the Dutch Flower Group (DFG) in May 2011
and has since undertaken an ambitious development program to
upgrade its infrastructure and enhance its operating systems and
software.
Airflo has 2200m2 of cold storage space and a well-organised
cold room flow that maximises the efficiency of product storage,
movement and push out. The company also has the largest truck
marshaling forecourt of any perishable cargo operator at JKIA. This
enables unrivaled speed and efficiency in off-loading perishable
cargo directly in to the cold stores thus maintaining the integrity of
the cold chain.
As a Regulated Agent, Airflo provides one hundred per cent
security screening of all products delivered to its facility. Every
box is individually weighed and every consignment is temperature
sampled.

FRESH FLOWER LOGISTICS FROM START TO FINISH
Airflo handles your flower logistics seamlessly through the entire supply-chain; whether a large shipment of roses or a
single box of proteas, we ensure that all your flowers arrive at their destination as fresh as the day they were packed.
t4UBUFPGUIFBSU UFNQFSBUVSFDPOUSPMMFETUPSBHFGBDJMJUZ

t,FZQBSUOFSTIJQTXJUIHMPCBMDBSSJFST

t7BDVVN$PPMJOHUFDIOPMPHZDBQBCMFPGDPPMJOHVQUP

t"TB,$"" ,FOZB$JWJM"WJBUJPO"VUIPSJUZ SFHVMBUFE

tonnes of flowers in less than 30 minutes to temperatures

agent, we facilitate the delivery of your shipments

as low as 2 degrees

to the aircraft without compromising their freshness

t1BMMFUCVJMEJOHQMBUGPSNTJOTUBMMFEUPFOTVSFOPCPYFT are
climbed on

and relieve you of the hassle of dealing with
intermediaries

t*OEFQFOEFOURVBMJUZDPOUSPMUFTUJOHPGøPXFST

Airflo is more than a logistics company; we are flower experts. With 94% of the annual volume of 31 million kg/s
attributed to flowers, we use our expertise to ensure the longest possible vase life for clients.
Talk to us for all your fresh flower logistics needs

P. O. Box: 19121 – 00501
Nairobi, Kenya

10

Email:
info@airfloltd.com
Website: www.airfloltd.com
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Phone: +254 (0)20 660 8000

Inside the cold stores recessed pallet building work stations are
used and these enable clean concise pallet builds whilst ensuring
that boxes are treated with care. All shipments that require
additional cooling are vacuum cooled. The new vacuum cooler
is a double main deck cooler capable of cooling up to six tons
of flowers in less than thirty minutes to the required temperature,
typically two degrees centigrade. Push-out temperatures are
maintained using thermal blankets. Data loggers are employed
to verify cold chain veracity from Airflo’s cold stores to the unpackers’ facilities in Europe and elsewhere.
At the time of going to press, Airflo is installing a new software
program which will enhance its document and process
management. The system is widely used and is designed
specifically for the logistics industry. Among its many attributes, it
provides automatic status reports to shippers and consignees at
key stages during the transit process. Its ability to interface with
other data input points currently in use by Airflo will create a fully
integrated management system.
The investments undertaken in the last two years in infrastructure
and process control are part of a long term plan to establish Airflo
as a leading innovator in the perishable airfreight business is East
Africa. The company uses a diverse and specialised carrier mix
to provide the highest percentage of direct non-stop flights to
destinations in Europe and the UK. Currently, more than thirty cargo
flights per week are utilised.
For shippers sending product to destinations elsewhere, Airflo is
able to book the most efficient and cost effective routes to these
markets using a network of line flights. The broad spread of
risk enables Airflo to quickly adapt to changing circumstances such
as those recently presented by the fire at JKIA.

Airflo offers logistics services to independent growers and shippers
and provides a full logistics service to three DFG companies, which
together with Airflo, comprise DFG Kenya. These companies are
Progress, Flower Sourcing Africa and Fresh From Source. Progress
and Flower Sourcing Africa procure flowers for retail markets and
wholesale markets respectively. Fresh From Source buys flowers in
East and Southern Africa and sells direct to customers worldwide.
The Airflo facility at JKIA has a vase life testing room which is
managed by a Quality Assurance (QA) team that falls under the
Progress umbrella. This team also manages the pre-shipment
quality assurance checks required by markets. In addition, Airflo
employs the services of the QA team to provide support to
independent shippers in terms of quality management, pack rate
optimisation, volume/weight considerations and related value
added services. An independent quality inspection room has
been provided within one of the cold stores for the exclusive use
of KEPHIS inspectors in order to streamline the phytosanitary
inspection process.
It goes without saying that the investments in infrastructure
and systems would be of little value without a dedicated and
professional staff to deliver a consistently high level of personalised
service.
To support its employees, Airflo takes care of a number of
important support services so that staff can focus on their work
without distractions or concerns. As the business runs twenty four
hours a day, sleeping quarters are provided for staff members. This
prevents anyone having to be exposed to the dangers of travelling
at night.
Airflo has a staff canteen that provides all workers with healthy
well balanced meals around the clock. Tea and snacks are also
provided to farm truck drivers who have often been up very early
and travelled long distances.
Airflo is aware of the difficulties its employees face in getting to and
from work, especially in traffic congested Nairobi. The company
therefore provides staff transport buses which meet the needs of
multiple shifts and various residential locations.
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Manager
of the Month

Q. Briefly discuss Margaret Njambi (Personal background and
professional background to your current position as Technical
Manager East Africa, Lawn and Garden at Syngenta East Africa
Ltd.)
A. My love for flowers started as long as I can remember. I used
to be known as the home gardener. I could collect flowers from
neighbor’s gardens, with permission of course and I eventually
established a flower garden at our home. After high school, the
computer bug caught up with me, and just like every other teenager
there was a shift of interest , my plan was to study computer
science or information science little did I know that destiny would
have its way and I would find myself in a Horticulture class. I
was disappointed and so I tried to change my course to a BSc
(Education) course which I did not succeed. After two weeks of
attending lectures I met a lady who had worked with the ministry
of Agriculture and articulated to me some of the opportunities in
Agriculture, I warmed up to the course and by my 2nd year I had
already developed a passion for the course especially floriculture
units. I went for attachment in a flower farm, in my final year my
project was on vase life of Carnations and that’s how I started my
career in flowers and it has been quite a journey.

Margaret Njambi

W

ith an iron will, strong enough to drop her teenage bug, Margaret
Njambi is a woman on a mission in a world she can feel, but cannot
think. Her love for flowers since childhood led her nurse quietly the
ambition of one day ensuring production of quality flowers.
12
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In December 2008 after graduating from University I started my
career in the flower industry, where I worked for 2 years growing
roses and as a research in one of the leading farms. In December
2010 I joined Syngenta East Africa Limited as a technical
representative. About a year later I took up the technical manager
role, Lawn and Garden. I have been in the role for about 2 years
now.
From a professional perspective I am a holder of a BSc. in
Horticulture; in addition to that am BASIS qualified and currently
pursuing MSc in Crop Protection. I am also a trained lead auditor
(ISO 14001: 2004 IRCA) in Environmental Management Systems.

Q. How would you describe your time as the Technical
Manager East Africa, Lawn and Garden at Syngenta East Africa
Ltd? Are you passionate about what you do?
A. It has been an exciting and a learning experience at the same
time. The flower sector is very dynamic with all this certification
issues and other emerging challenges, there is always something
new to learn. I have come to appreciate each challenge I encounter
as an opportunity to grow. I am passionate about what I do since it
has an element of research which is what I like most about the job.
Q. Briefly discuss your role at Syngenta and your day to day
interaction with growers? What are your top priorities in your
current position?
A. My role entails sales support projects to implement the portfolio
strategy of the Syngenta ornamental products. I coordinate
technical evaluation and positioning of our products; basically
working with accredited researchers to ensure registration of new
products and later conduct pre commercial trials with growers
before the official launch of our solutions. I also work with
organisations and the in-market key-influencers, channel partners,
researchers and growers to ensure that they get adequate technical
support from Syngenta.
My top priorities are product development, sales support work;
including trainings all which are focussed on working closely with
growers especially on emerging challenges in terms of pests and
diseases.
Q. In a nutshell describe Syngenta East Africa ltd products
portfolio for the flowers sector and how you have ensured they
are not only quality but also well used?
A. Our ornamental portfolio consists of 21 products. We have
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11 fungicides, 6 insecticides, 3 miticides, a nematicide and a
biostimulant – the newest in the portfolio.
The brands are as follows;
Fungicides: Chorus®, Daconil®, Folio Gold®, Ortiva®, Ortiva
Top®,Revus®,Ridomil Gold®, Score®, Switch®, Thiovit Jet®,
Tecto®,
Insecticides: Actara®, Chess®, Karate Zeon®, Match®,
Pegasus® Trigard®,
Miticides: Avid®, Dynamec®, Pegasus®
Bistimulant: Hicure®
Nematicide: Nemathorin EC
Our portfolio takes care of the common challenges in the
sector namely: Botrytis, Black spots, Downey Mildew, Powdery
Mildew, Rust, Aphids, Caterpillars, Leafminers, Mealybugs, Mites,
Nematodes, Thrips, Whiteflies. Other than pest & disease control,
some of our crop solutions have crop enhancement benefits.
On quality Syngenta maintains robust quality assurance processes
which ensure that Syngenta continues to deliver high-quality
solutions. On Usage we do product stewardship by offering
relevant trainings on Safe Use of Pesticides, Spray application
techniques and Good Agricultural Practices trainings including
Resistance Management.
Q. For the last few months we have seen a more aggressive
Syngenta E A Ltd presence in the flower sector, especially
working with the growers, what can you attribute this to?
A. It has to do with the Syngenta strategy; which calls for us to
think like a grower and understand that he thinks about his land
and his crop in a holistic integrated way. This is a cross the whole
decision making process for the farmer; specifically before, on the
farm and after the farm. Our objective is to bring more innovative
integrated crop solutions that address the farmer’s needs.
Q. What can you promise the flower sector in the next few
months?

The sector to expect more of Syngenta involvement in the industry
as we continue to come up with innovative solutions to tackle the
emerging challenges of Pests & Diseases and to partner more with
growers so that our cut flowers remain competitive at the global
level.
Q. What’s the biggest challenge YOU feel faces the flower
sector crop protection departments, and what you are doing to
help them
A. There are a number of pests and Disease challenges not just one;
first we have seen an upsurge of Thrips, Whiteflies & Mealybugs.
On disease powdery mildew is a year round disease hence requires
proper management. We have a spray program for each of the four
challenges and more solutions are being developed. But I must
say that agrobacteria is also big challenge to the grower; and by
introducing Hicure® which is bio stimulant working as an antistressor, we believe that it will go a long way to enable the plant
overcome the stressful conditions and hence realize the potential of
the plant.

Jambo Clean

R

Cleans All Sooty mould & Honey dew &
Nourishes Plants

Q. What is your personal work ethic, and how does this affect
the company culture?
A. My values as a person have a greater influence on how I work. I
believe in accountability and cohesiveness in a team. Syngenta is a
strong brand and I am an ambassador of the brand. Everything I do
should work towards building that brand. Am responsible of how I
work both inside and outside the organization.

Zero days PHI

Q. What are the 3 most pivotal moments in your career that you
either learned from and/or that got you where you are?
A. I. Starting in the floriculture Industry – this gave me a 		
good background of not only the crops agronomy but a better
understanding of the flower sector
II. The Syngenta Team – I have learnt a lot from each individual I
worked closely with.
III. Coach / Mentors – I have a number of people I look up to.
Having these individuals has helped me to see the bigger picture
and they have helped me to have a different view of the various
challenges I do face in my day to day work.

No residues

Q. Describe your ordinary day? Do you still have enough
personal time?
A. For the days am in the office I start at 6; 30 am, I respond to
emails, work on my weekly reports, prepare training materials in
case there is an upcoming training, plan for my appointments for the
week and prepare or attend any planned meetings.
When am in the field, I start early depending on the distance I travel
for my appointments. But basically my appointments start between
8 – 9 am depending on the flexibility of the researchers and the
growers I plan to see. I work five days a week and yes I still have
enough personal time to go to school, teach Sunday school in my
church and read one or two good books per month.

14
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Your Growth
Our Concern
R

P.O. Box 24942 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. Tel: +254 20 2128459, Fax:+254 20 2699191
Mob: +254 722 736318,+254 735 544544 +254 722 563698,+254 738 980267

info@greenlife.co.ke | www.greenlife.co.ke
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RESEARCH:

MPS Certificates Offer
the Best Access to
International Markets

I

Europe Should
Change Sample Rule

H

orticulture farmers in Kenya want Europe to cancel its rule
that 10 percent of horticulture products for export should

HEAD OFFICE NAIROBI

be tested. The rule has severely curtailed earnings,

PO Box 30146, Nairobi 00100,
Kenya. Tel: 3955000/3955600
Fax: 3955500/3955601/3955468
Web: www.eapi.co.ke
Email: sales@eapi.co.ke

according to the stakeholders. They claim that it has reduced trade
volumes with the European Union by 30 percent.

n a recently published report, the research bureau

“Government agencies went to Brussels to explain that this rule

RIRDC recommended that the Australian government

was disproportionate to the kind of risks involved and although the

opt for the MPS certification scheme in combination

meeting went well, they told us that the EU-members had voted for

with Fair Flowers Fair Plants. With this independent research,

it”, says James Onsando, managing director of Kephis, Kenya Plant

the Australian government hopes to help growers and

Health Inspectorate Services.

MOMBASA OFFICE
Corner Voi St. and Shimanzi Road
PO Box 90442, Mombasa 80100, Kenya.
Tel: 2225157/2225158/2225527/6
Fax: 2227551
Web: www.eapi.co.ke Email:
sales@msaeapi.co.ke

exporters in their choice of a sustainability label.
The reason for putting Kenya on the ‘10 percent testing list’ is that
According to MPS Director Theo de Groot, ‘certification

Europe revised the residue levels for some pesticides, which are

is a “must” in order to continue to play a meaningful role

hard to meet for Kenyan farmers, according to Onsando. “This is

in the international floriculture market’. It is a worldwide

not based on science, showing that there is a health risk, but we

development. The consumer is thinking ‘greener’ and is

lack data to show the correct Maximum Residue Levels (MRL).”

deliberately choosing products that have been grown with

Kephis says only two notifications in 2011 of higher levels of

respect for man and the environment.

dimethoate and one in 2012 involving disinfectant in snowpeas was
reported. Onsando: “Therefore 10 percent controls is not justified.”

YOUR PRE

FERR

ED P
APE

RP
AC

In order to remain an important player in the international
market for flowers and plants, Australian growers and
exporters must demonstrate that they are able to fulfil the
high requirements of retailers. The fact that the number of
sustainability labels has grown significantly in the past few
years led to the Australian government engaging a research
bureau to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of
each one.
For the purposes of this research, the RIRDC research
bureau interviewed a range of parties around the world. In
addition to interviews with leading importers and wholesalers,
they also held conversations with the organizations that
develop and manage the certificates.
A total of seven labels were compared: Fair Flowers Fair
Plants, Fairtrade (Max Havelaar), Flower Label Program,
GLOBALG.A.P., MPS-ABC, Rainforest Alliance and Veriflora.
The research bureau also recommended setting up an MPS
office in Australia, as is the case in Japan. A local office can
certainly speed up the implementation of the sustainability
label among growers, exporters, branch organisations and
government bodies. ‘We are delighted that the research
demonstrated that the chosen strategy for MPS – in
combination with Fair Flowers Fair Plants – offers growers
the best access to the international market’, adds de Groot.
‘More Profitable Sustainability sums it up quite well.’

16
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New System Will Ease
Trade With Kenya
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enya will on 31st of October this year introduce the
National Single Window System, an electronic platform
that will serve as a single entry point for companies

involved in international trade. The system will be introduced in
stages. It is expected to greatly benefit local and international
traders and the Kenyan economy, since it will reduce trade
transaction costs, delays, corruption and inefficiencies.
ISO 14001

BUREAU VERITAS

It is also expected to improve space utilization at ports. The

Certification

U K008A S

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT

business community will benefit through simplified trade
information exchange, faster trade electronic documentation
processing, duplicate data requirements and cargo traceability.
The National Single Window System will lodge standardized
information and documents electronically to fulfil all import/export
and transit regulatory requirements for cargo clearance through
Kenyan ports.
Payments for fees, levies, duties and taxes due to the Government
will be made electronically, through the national payment gateway
being implemented by the Central Bank.

East African Packaging Limited, the only packaging company who
are “Better by Design” and the undisputed leaders in packaging
within the East African region offering Value to all our customers –
Quality, Flexibility and Responsiveness.
As forerunners of packaging innovation and renovation look to exciting
times ahead with the arrival of new machinery to cater for your
immediate needs and much more…… watch this
Floriculture . Sept - October 2013 17

Molo River Farm Ltd

A Wholesome Package of
Excellence
“Molo River Farm Ltd are making magic. In other word,
they exist for the sake of simplicity. They channel their
efforts into taking all the worries over farming and
exporting of flowers from their customers, leaving
them to concentrate on their core activities in other
areas. Their contributions to the flower export business
are brief, crisp, penetrating, perceptible, and above
all creative insight into the minds of the consumers.
Memorable ideas, images and stories, where there
is more understanding triumph over information”, I
concluded as Mr. Andrew Wambua took me round the
farm. In his narration from one department to the other,
one statement kept on recurring: No compromising of
quality whatsoever.

BOBMIL INDUSTRIES LTD
Foam and Polythene Manufacturers

Mr. Wambua with Visitors from Sian Agriflora

H

aving a head over your competitors be it on racing
tracks or in market draws margin between success
and failure. In the flower export sector, product quality

dictates whether or not the firm’s product will outshine those
of competitor(s). With mushrooming of flower firms specializing
in the same line of products, and consumers having become
particular of where they source their products, quality is an
important criteria for success in the markets.
Nakuru based Molo River Farm Ltd., the youngest exporter of
flowers in the region is no exception as they sit back and audit
their first one year. “Our objective is to achieve the highest
standards of Good Agricultural Produce (GAP), touching on
environment conservation, reduced use of agrochemicals,

Congratulations Molo River Roses Ltd on Your 1st Annivesary
We are proud to be your supplies of flower sleeves.

improved efficiency in natural resources use, conserving
existing habitats and to ensure continual responsibility with
regard to health, safety and welfare of workers”, said Mr.
Andrew Wambua, the General Manager when he took the

Kenya’s Finest
Flowers are
sleeved by:
18

BOBMIL INDUSTRIES LTD

Floriculture team round the farm. The objective of Molo River

Bobmil Complex Mombasa Road
P.O. Box 48876-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254-020-2032121
Cell: +254-020-722205387, 0770242970
Fax: +254-020-2443464
Email: info@bobmilgroup.com.

Farm Ltd is directing towards an assessment of the impact
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their daily operations has to their customers, employees,
environment, society and suppliers.
To Page 21

Anniversary

Congratulations Molo River Roses Ltd on your 1st
We are proud to be associated with you
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MileStone

R

Azoxystrobin 250g/L

The Best Remedy for all Fungal Diseases

From Page 18

Front View of Molo River Farm

Management
The success of Molo River Farm Ltd mushrooms from the
infrastructure that has been established and nurtured by the
directors in the past one year. When they decided to invest
in an area with no other farm around, their friends and foes
expected little of it alike.
Some might have dismissed them but its quality production
has not only won faith and trust to his customers’ abroad but
has seen it emerge as one of the most promising farms today.
In recognition of human resources as the greatest assets in any
organization, they invested in a professional management to
oversee the daily running in the farm. To start with they brought
in Mr. Andrew Wambua an old hand in growing. Thereafter they
brought in Paula Koross. The duo showed a lot of faith on the
locals whom they hired and trained. Little did they know that a
year down the line, they will be basking in fame. The production
team was supported by an experienced administration team
that ensured all went on well.

Your Growth
Our Concern

Today, the farm has grown to a total of 12 hectares and many
more awaiting constructions before the end of next year. The
farm boasts of metallic green houses, an ultramodern grading
hall and state of the art cold rooms. It has a mechanized and
computerized irrigation system.

R
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P.O. Box 24942 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. Tel: +254 20 2128459, Fax:+254 20 2699191
Mob: +254 722 736318,+254 735 544544 +254 722 563698,+254 738 980267

The farm has embraced the newest flower transportation

info@greenlife.co.ke | www.greenlife.co.ke

system which ensures quality of flowers is supreme. The
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Greenspan Sky Transport system is used to

policy, social responsibility and staff welfare. To comply, the

transport flowers from the greenhouses to the

farm undertakes frequent internal audits in order to identify and

pack house. It has expanded to create job

document any risk assessment on regular basis and prepare a time

opportunities to hundreds directly and tens

bound action plan. The company also monitors the whole process

of thousands indirectly.The company has a

to ensure targets are met while reversing the action plan in the light

developed an accountable policy covering

of changing circumstances in the dynamic industry.

environment, health, safety and staff welfare.
The overall objective is to reduce the pesticide usage while at the

Operations

same time ensuring responsible and safe use. This takes place

Internal set standards at Molo River Farm Ltd

within the guidelines set out in the company policy and statutory

have set out overall responsibility including

regulations.

management, guidelines on GAPS, minimal
use of pesticides and fertilizers, environment

Application of pesticides is determined by scouting and

GROW WITH GREENSPAN

identification. Spot spraying with
pesticides that are friendly to
the environment as opposed to
blanket spraying is practiced.

Greenspan is a joint Venture Company with Dutch know-how and technology manufactured at low costs in India.

Accurate and timely uses of

We have partnered with African Hydroponics Ltd to distribute, install and maintain Greenspan Sky Transport System

remedial measures in crop

which is manufactured by Thomas cable ways of USA.

We are recognized for:

protection reduce the impact
to the environment. All scouts

�

Superior Quality,

�

Outperforming Services

�

Extremely Competitive Prices .

JOIN THE WORLD OF GREENSPAN
Visit Our Website: www.greenspan-agritech.com

undergo an in house training
to enable them identify all the
diseases and pests found.
Molo River Farm Ltd aims at
better plant quality through the
practice of water conservation
techniques among them, the fully
computerized irrigation system
that ensures only the needed
water is used. Recycling of
water also ensures minimal soil
erosion and contamination hence
preservation of water catchments
areas and environment
conservation.

�

Save on Time, Labour and Maintanance Costs

�

Ensuring fewer bruises and broken heads

�

Be Environmentally Friendly.

�

Ensuring a higher quality

Our flexible and customer friendly attitude to offer tailor made solutions
are highly appreciated by our customers.

Human Resources
Molo River Farm Ltd values its
employees and it is committed
to continuous training and
investment in personnel
development. In addition, it has

Greenspan Agritech Pvt. Ltd. - Gat No. 207, Parandwadi Tal Maval Dist. Pune, India
Tel: +91-2114-237735
Email: sales@greenspan-agritech.com

a package full of incentives.

African Hydroponics Ltd. -Alpha Centre, No.83, Mombasa Rd, Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: +254 - 20 - 820670
Email: info@africanhydroponics.co.ke

other welfare facilities. It has

Congratulations Molo River Farm Ltd on your 1st Anniversary
We are Proud to be associated with you
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Pack house staff Sleeving Flowers

minimal water wastage and

The employees are given house
allowance, medical care and
created jobs to hundreds of
people directly and tens of

safe, hygienic and healthy working environment, adequate and
appropriate protective clothing is provided.
The staff working in the cold rooms and spraying have special
outfits to suit their places of work. Upon engagement all
sprayers undergo a cholesterol level test and regular others
after hire. Sprayers are alternated regularly for health purposes.

Marketing
Molo River Farm Ltd enjoys good relations with both the
auctions and other direct customers. The management is yet to
test other virgin markets in the Middle East and other parts of
Europe.
However, due to the ongoing expansion, they have hosted
a number of customers from Norway, Sweden and United
kingdom.

Conlusion
Molo River Farm Ltd has not only succeeded in erecting an
excellent business symbol in their clientele but have gone
further to win trust among importers, all within their wholesome
package of excellence.

thousands indirectly. Molo River
Farm Ltd endeavors to provide a
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Harnessing the Power of Nature to Manage Pests and Diseases
By Purity Kabuba,
Koppert Biological Systems (K) Ltd.

T

oday, more than ever, the agricultural

One plant virus that was found frequently in

From control to adaptation

sector is feeling the pressure of

the forest was also found in nearby melon

The most sure-fire way to create and sustain

emerging pests and diseases.

crops. In the melons it was causing severe

the soil food web in our commercial crops is

Intensive international movement of plant

disease, while in the wild plants there were

to employ a different approach that focuses

material, fruit, vegetables and ornamental

no symptoms. The most pertinent question

on the whole system rather than solutions

plants contribute to this. Moreover, many of

remains, how do wild plants avoid disease?

to individual problems as far as pests and

the previous known pathogens and insect

and perhaps most importantly, is there is a

diseases control are concerned. That means

pests have also become more resilient and

way this can be used in agriculture?

changing our mind set from the need to
control individual pests and diseases in

resistant to chemical pesticides. A shrinking
pool of available chemicals, coupled with few

This mystery has just began to be revealed

crops, to adapting our crops to thrive better.

new entrants, means that growers are heavily

to us. One of the most consistent pointers

This is something we can influence with the

burdened.

is the fact that in natural environments, the

right products -not used in isolation, but

ecosystem is abundant with a wide array of

combined to form a complete system.

Where we are as Kenyan growers

microbes which include viruses, fungi and

Kenyan cut-flower growers have in the

bacteria. On the other hand, in conventional

The `whole system approach’ should

recent years adopted biological control and

cropping systems we are consistently trying

include:

integrated pest management (IPM) of spider

to eliminate these microbes. There is a great

1. Addition of beneficial organisms with

mite. In spite of this achievement, growers

diversity of micro-organisms to be found

proven value such as Trchoderma harzianum,

still have to contend with less success

around the roots of a plant, and each has

special strains of Bacillus and pseudomonas

in using the same approach to control of

a specific role within the growth medium.

species.

other common pests which include thrips,

Bacteria, fungi and protozoa (single-cell

2. Increasing biodiversity in the plant root

whitefly and mealy bug. To date, IPM has

organisms) live around and interact with the

focused on insect pests and not on common

plant’s roots. This is called the soil food

3. Avoiding obstacles that hinder the

diseases such as powdery mildew, downy

web. A well-balanced soil food web makes

development of a balanced soil food

mildew and petal botrytis. To add insult to

an important contribution to the health of

web especially use of harmful chemical

injury, more and more bacterial and viral

plants. Good micro-organisms provide

pesticides, disinfectants and unfavourable

infections are occurring in crops and as a

the plant with the necessary nutrients and

abiotic conditions such as excess moisture

response to this, growers are frequently

disease-suppressant elements.

and temperatures.

zone.

4. Feeding of the beneficial organisms in the

resorting to disinfectants. The disadvantage
of disinfectants and chemical pesticides is

In addition to processing organic matter,

root zone with the right bio-stimulants to

that in many cases they are only effective

active fungi and bacteria can produce

support plant growth.

for a short period. Often, only part of the

substances that suppress pathogens, but

5. Use of plant-compatible amino acids

population of the pathogen is killed, and/or

also plant hormone-like substances that

and other bio-stimulants to encourage and

the pathogen develops resistance. Since the

influence plant growth positively. All kinds

support plant metabolism and finally, analysis

very practice of monocropping sometimes

of nematodes can be found in the soil,

of the soil food web in order to understand

necessities the intensive use of chemical

fungal feeders, bacterial feeders and other

the status of various microorganisms in

pesticides, is there a better way of working

nematode-eaters. Only a few harmful species

terms of their identity and activity.

around this situation while still producing

eat plant roots. Nematodes play an important

healthy crops as a grower?

role in the regulation of the populations of

Healthy plants -the security of every

other organisms, and in the nutritive balance

grower

Employing nature as the first line of

in the root zone. Finally, other important

The possibility of growing profitable crops

defence

organisms are the protozoa which eat

using less fertilizer and pesticides can be

If you look in the wild, you will see that most

bacteria. Their excreta is also rich in nutrients

a reality for every grower who is willing to

plants grow splendidly and look healthier

which are very easily absorbed by the plant.

start with this resilient cultivation. A healthy

than managed agricultural fields. In one

Based on this understanding, it easy to see

plant with good resistance levels is less

recent study, researchers established that

why the soil food web should be maintained

susceptible to diseases such as Pythium,

most wild plants have viruses, yet they don’t

in balance. Plant roots communicate (signal)

Fusarium, various mildews and Botrytis.

have any of the symptoms that we usually

their environment by excreting exudates

Ultimately, this guarantees operational

see in crop plants with viruses. Professor

that feed the microorganisms in the root. In

security, greater yields of high quality,

Marilyn Roossinck who examined more than

return, the microorganisms release nutrients,

sustainable cultivation, and food safety. The

7,000 individual plants for viruses, noted

growth compounds and disease supressing

NatuGro system from Koppert helps growers

one interesting phenomena in Costa Rica.

compounds.

to achieve this.
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IPM Goes to India
Messe Essen Agrees Upon Cooperation Via a New Partner
Fair in India

SILICONE RUBBER TUBE

FPS africa’s silicone rubber tube is extruded
from a soft and flexible elastomer offering
excellent abrasion resistance, kink resistance
with strength and flexibility. It is also resistant to
oils, acids and solvents.

*Currently only natural available

APPLICATION
Silicone tubes are an integral part of the
grafting process when planting new
stems. They are used to hold together
various stems as they develop thereby
allowing for the combination of various
varieties and root stocks. We offer a
selection of different sizes to suit your
propagation needs.

SIZES AVAILABLE
O.D. (mm) I.D. (mm) Length (mm)
5.5
4.5
22
6.5
5.5
22
7.5
6.5
22

DRAWING

PACK
SIZE
5,000
4,000
3,000

T

he premier global horticultural fair, IPM ESSEN,

production area in India. Messe Essen and INDEGA held many

has had another daughter: FLORATEC-IPM India in

discussions with responsible politicians and authorities from the

Bangalore. A corresponding declaration was signed

government of Karnataka in which it became evident that the state

by Egon Galinnis, Managing Director of Messe Essen, and

will provide substantial funding for the cultivation of useful and

M.B. Naqvi, CEO of the future partner, Media Today from

ornamental plants in the future. Harald Braungardt: “We also see

Delhi.

this as a good possibility for the INDEGA members to gain entry to
the growth market in India in a promising way with the FLORATEC-

Media Today is the largest media group in India and, apart

IPM fair as a platform.

from publishing a lot of trade journals, has been active as
O.D

I.D

CONTACT DETAILS:
TEL: +254 (0)20 211 2100/1/2/3, GSM: +254 (0)722 201 338, (0)733 201 338, FAX: +254 (0)20 210 7044
PHYSICAL ADDRESS: OFF MOMBASA ROAD OPPOSITE MASTER MIND NEXT TO
NATION PRINTING PLANT AT SANPAC AFRICA LIMITED PREMISES
E-mail: fps-sales@fpsafrica.com; marketing@fpsafrica.com
www.fpsafrica.com, www.sanpac.com

an organiser of trade fairs for many years. As M.B. Naqvi

“For us, the informative discussions were additional evidence that,

explained during the festive signing ceremony within the

after the success of IPM’s foreign fairs in Russia, Dubai and China,

framework of a congress at AGRITECH in Bangalore, he

we have taken another correct and successful step by opening

was very pleased and proud to establish an IPM in India

up the Indian market,” according to Egon Galinnis. “Apart from

together with the big partner, Messe Essen. Moreover,

strengthening IPM as the distinct premier global fair, IPM ESSEN

Naqvi expressly thanked Harald Braungardt, Managing

will also profit from the new partnership to a considerable extent as

Director of INDEGA (“Association Representing the Interests

a result of new visitors and exhibitors.

of the German Horticultural Industry”), for the preparatory
contacts which had ultimately led to the successful signing

We may interpret the fact that, shortly before the return flight, we

ceremony.

were able to make the personal acquaintance of the highest official,
Hon. Sr. Tariq Anwar, Minister of State for the Agricultural Sector

26
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Bangalore is the capital of Karnataka, a state with 50 million

in India, as another sign of successfully gaining entry to India’s

inhabitants and the largest agricultural and horticultural

gigantic growth market for horticulture in the future.”
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Jubilation as Nyamathi Dispensary Maternity is Handed Over.
It was pomp and dance at a Nyamathi dispensary as villagers welcomed the

contributions towards the new maternity wing for the dispensary.

handing over of the dispensary maternity wing. The handing over came with

Mr. Mbugua said that the dispensary will not only help the

an almost audio-recorded oratory of the Naivasha Horticultural Fair Chairman

Nyamathi village but also the other surrounding villages.

Mr. Roddy Benjamin not frequently heard in this village. Co-ordinating well
with seasoned Mr. Richard MCconel the vice Chairman, they touched the

Speaking during the hand over, Mr. Roddy Benjamin the

hearts of villagers who came in hundreds to grace the occasion.

chairman Naivasha Horticultural Fair said that the horticultural
growers, suppliers and all other stakeholders will still continue to

Nyamathi Village was a beehive of activities as on lookers lined on the busy

support the community through the proceeds from the Naivasha

Nakuru road to have a glimpse of their leaders’ motorcade led by the Nakuru

Horticultural Fair. He was also full of praise to the Nelson Trust

governor snaked into the village snaked into the village. “There must be

for their support. He said this year he expected the fair to be

a very big occasion at Nyamathi village today people who had no clue of

bigger and they will also plough the proceeds to the community.

the activities were heard murmuring. Most homes remained closed as they

Other than the Dispensary, the Naivasha Horticultural Fair has

joined their area Governor Mr. Kinuthia Mbugua to grace the occasion.

also supported the Naivasha District Hospital, dug a borehole
for the Nyamathi community, schools around, the safe house

Friday July 30th 2013 was a special opportunity to recognize the efforts and

and a dispensary at Karagita among others. He challenged the

sacrifices of those who have given so much to serve their country – and

community to have a vision for continuity and build more wards.

there was no mistaking the inspiration that players in the flower industry drew
from their interactions with the community during the official handing over

All leaders present lauded the Fair organizers for touching the

of Nyamathi maternity Dispensary. The maternity has been built through the

lives of Nyamathi village. They also challenged them to continue

proceeds collected through the Naivasha Horticultural Fair, The Nelson Trust

supporting them. The area governor, Mr. Mbugua asked the

and the Rotary club of Naivasha.

villagers to attend the fair not only to support it but also learn
good agricultural practices from the professionals who will

28
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“A lot of these villagers have been walking Kilometres to Kijabe Hospital and

be exhibiting. Among those who attended were Mr. Richard

the Naivasha District Hospital yet they have a smile on their faces and they’re

MCconel, the Vice Chairman, The county Minister for health, Dr.

just so happy to be here,” Nakuru governor, Mr. Kinuthia Mbugua said. “It

Osero, The County Minister of Transport Engineer Maina, the

makes you proud to be a part of a community like this and proud to be able

Chairman Chamber of Commerce, the district health team and

to better their lives.” He was full of praise to the three organizations for their

local leaders.
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Kajiado County Enjoys the First Amiran Agribusiness
Training Center Launched in Kenya
Grounded on the three Amiran

to them. Levi explains that

pillars of success; knowledge,

Amiran’s partnership with

know-how and high quality

Agrovets is an important

inputs, Amiran is introducing

component of the training

and implementing modern

center concept, allowing

farming techniques to rural

farmers to purchase at selected

community groups. Through the

agrovets such as Wama

years Amiran has believed that

Agrovet, Super 1 Agrovet and

the Kenyan agricultural sector

Eriver Agrove, the products

has the potential to produce

they have been trained on in the

just like European countries if

center.

Kenyan farmers are provided
with contemporary technology

Explaining the urgent need

that works to conserve their
environment and at the same
time, be able to grow more
produce.

for better knowledge among

Kajiado County Governor Mr. David Nkedianye (Front)
takes a tour of the Amiran Agribusiness Training Centre
in Kimana during launch of the centre

farmers, Pinhas Moskovich
Amiran’s Managing Director
said that Kenya is sitting on
huge agricultural potential

Kimana, Oloitoktok in Kajiado County is

and joblessness in the area. He revealed

that will only be unlocked if information

one such area that is enjoying top quality

that the Amiran training facility will help

on modern farming techniques is made

agricultural innovations and field-proven

the people in the area to know how to

accessible to the public. Moskovich

knowledge that Amiran has invested in the

work with field proven technologies that

explained that most farms and farmers

area through the introduction of the Amiran

are being used around the world. Sharing

are located in rural areas thus the need

Agribusiness Training Center. Agriculture

the same sentiments, Oloitoktok County

to bring modern farming knowledge and

in Kimana is set to be revolutionized as

Commissioner Harsama Kello expressed

techniques to the Kenyan farmers’ doorstep

small-scale farmers in the area are taught

that Kajiado County is one of the country’s

by establishing training centers among

on modern agribusiness in the Amiran

food baskets and by opening the Amiran

communities. Amiran’s efforts in the area

Agribusiness Training Center, officially

Agribusiness Training Center, agriculture in

of empowerment through sustainable

launched to the people of Kimana by the

the area will get a massive boost.

agribusiness are in line with the famous

Kajiado County Governor, Honorable David

A Contact & Systemic Fungicide for control of
Downy Mildew in Roses & Blight in Tomatoes

quote: “Give a man a fish, you have fed

Nkedianye. Amiran Agribusiness Training

Working hand in hand with the Amiran

him for today. Teach a man to fish, you

Centers in Kimana and another to be

Agribusiness Training Center, Amiran has

have fed him for a lifetime”. Through such

launched in Meru will allow farmers at the

partnered with selected Agrovets in Kimana

centers, Amiran plans to bolster agricultural

community level to experience practical

with the aim of reaching out to the farming

production by developing agricultural

lessons on important agricultural practices

community with its wide variety of products

education systems that will empower

such as nursery setting, transplanting and

in the rural interiors of the country. Farmers

farmers in both rural and urban areas.

the introduction to various seed varieties

now have easy access to genuine Amiran

after which the farmers will be able to

products at reasonable prices and access

Amiran is at a national level introducing

differentiate between seed varieties either

to agricultural training where they learn how

farmers to a new Amiran agribusiness

by color, size or growth period. Proper

to effectively use the products sold at the

approach to farming that has swept most

application of agro-chemicals and correct

Agrovets.

of the country by storm allowing farmers

use of fertilizers , how to effectively use drip

to improve their livelihoods through

irrigation to increase yields as well as the

Aviv Levi, Head of Amiran’s Agro-Division

agriculture. By using products available at

benefits of using greenhouses, all will be

(Chemicals and fertilizers) notes that

the shops, Amiran Farmers and potential

emphasized in all trainings.

Kajiado County has the potential to grow

Amiran Farmers can work to improve

into a productive agricultural area if the

the soil while helping to conserve the

Speaking at the launch of the center,

people are provided with knowledge on

environment and using natural resources

the Governor explained that killing

how to effectively grow and the right

effectively so that future generations can

agriculture had resulted in more poverty

farming inputs are made readily available

enjoy the same.
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Tel: 0719 095000 Email: fert@amirankenya.com Web: www.amirankenya.com
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Naivasha Horticultural Fair 2013
BUILDING BETTER LIVES!

T

KBS Certificate no: BS/TSD/0131/M/03

he Naivasha Horticultural Fair will be 11 years old this
year. Starting from humble beginnings in 2002, the

 WET WALLS

Naivasha Horticultural Fair has grown to be the biggest

and best Horticultural Show in Africa. From an initially purely
horticultural perspective the NHFAIR is branching out into the

$(5,$/635$<6

whole agricultural sector. Every year the number of stands and
the number of visitors increases, from 60 stands in 2002 to over

)2/,$5635$<6
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180 stands in 2013.
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The relaxed atmosphere and spacious venue attracts the crème
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de la crème of the agricultural sector. Many exhibitors take
the opportunity to launch new products and innovations at the
NHFAIR, so as a visitor you have a one-stop venue that gets



you in contact with all your suppliers, and you are also kept

Simply the Best

PACKAGING MATERIALS LTD
P.O. Box 39901 Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: 374 5614 Fax: 3745 395 Mob: 0722-524 934 / 0721-325 265
E-mail: pacmat2002@yahoo.com

We are also the suppliers of;-

I N T E R N A T I O N A L
C H E M I C A L S

informed on all the new market trends – very
important in a fast evolving business. Decision
makers from both sides of the industry attend,
and a lot of business is concluded.
There is ample parking, loads of space, a great
food hall and a children’s entertainment area. So
not only can visitors catch up on business, they
can combine it with a family day out.

Carton Sealer
Buy the Locally Fabricated
Defoliating Machine and Enjoy;

Stapler
Machine R31

The NHFAIR is run by a small organising

Guillotine
Machine

committee that operates on an entirely voluntary
basis. The Exhibitors and visitors are proud to
know that 100% of their donations go to good

F Bigger mortar

Respirator

F Local brushes

donors in order to increase the effective value
of donations and to raise the awareness of its

F Cheaper Brushes

projects.

Strapping Machine

F Change of single brushes

32

raised for charity and are dispersed through the
NHFAIR Trust. The NHFAIR partners with other

F Available spare parts

F Quick maintainance.

causes. Every year more and more funds are

Secateurs

Gloves

You can depend on us . Always.
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Long term donor partners include The Naivasha
Rotary and NTM. The NHFAIR Trust concentrates
on poverty alleviation and improving the lives
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A ROSE IS A ROSE,

BUD
THERE IS ONLY

ONE

Uganda: Shortage of Flower Experts

U

ganda’s flower sector faces an imminent shortage

The Netherlands. Under the special two year course, the students

of experts now that Bukalasa Agricultural College in

have been studying horticulture in their first year and specialising

Luweero has phased out a diploma course in floriculture.

in floriculture during the second year. The Netherlands government

The program started in 2007 with financial help from the Dutch

constructed classrooms and greenhouses at Bukalasa and at the

government to fill the gap in qualified managers and supervisors in

Mountains of the Moon University in Western Uganda.

flower firms.
The floriculture course has been replaced by a new diploma course
According to Emmanuel Adengu, academic registrar of Bukalasa,

in horticulture, combining fruit-growing, vegetable-growing and

students have shown very little interest in the course. “The turn-up

flower-growing.

has been poor, even after trying to convince students to take the

®

course”, says Adengu. The first batch graduating in 2009 consisted

The flower sector in Uganda at the moment is facing a difficult

of 19 students, followed by 11 graduates in 2010 and only four in

period due to high operation costs and high taxes on packaging

2011.

materials, making Ugandan flowers the most expensive in the
region. In the last year at least five firms were forced out of

REGISTRATION NO: PCPB (R) 0336

The executive director of Uganda Flowers Export Association, Juliet

business. The industry employs about 6000 people and earns the

Musoke, had hoped the training program would have reduced the

country 40 million dollars in foreign exchange yearly.

dependence on expatriates, mainly from Kenya, the UK and

I N T E R N A T I O N A L
C H E M I C A L S

of woman and children according to their

Charities will be represented at the NHFAIR

beautiful surroundings and plenty of space.

motto ‘Building better lives’. NHFAIR

so visitors and exhibitors can see exactly

Naivasha is a major horticultural zone,

supports the following major Charities;-

where their money goes, and how much it

and host to many of the Rose Breeders

Naivasha Safe House (abused woman and

helps.

Showcases and farms, it is close to Nairobi

children), the Naivasha Children’s Shelter

and the International Airport, and there are

(giving kids a chance), NACOHAG (HIV and

In 2011 the NHFAIR launched its most

lots of great places to stay and wonderful

AIDS and family health), Karagita Maternity

ambitious project yet ADOPT A VILLAGE.

things to do there.

Hospital and the Naivasha General Hospital

The NHFAIR has undertaken to sponsor a

Maternity Wing (reduction of maternal and

whole village, including schools, a clinic, a

Generosity.

infant mortality during childbirth), United

borehole, power. This is a work in progress.

The generousity of a myriad of people and

Disabled Persons of Naivasha, KSPCA, and

Come and read all about it at the show.

organisations mean that operating costs are

Rotary.

kept low. Many give up their time to make

NHFAIR has funded emergency life saving

What makes the NHFAIR such a
success?

services through the Aga Khan Trust,

sure that NHAIR runs smoothly. Over the
years the NHFAIR has been supported by
Mike and Sarah Higgins, Nini Ltd, Vegpro,

sponsored educational support and

People and Support: The tremendous

Duncan Adamson (Aquavalley Services),

continue to supply desks, chairs, water

support and professionalism of its

ARN Security Consultants, the Naivasha

tanks, trees, and sanitation blocks to many

sponsors, exhibitors and visitors makes it

DC and DO, The Naivasha Police and CID,

schools.

the success it is today.

The Naivasha Children’s Shelter, De Ruiters

Over the years millions of shillings have

Location is important.

of Naivasha Sports Club, The Rotary Club,

been raised and wisely spent, making a

The NHFAIR has always been based in

not to mention the organising committee

massive difference to people’s lives. Most

the grounds of Naivasha Sports Club, with

themselves!

East Africa, the Committee and Members
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In Kenya, there is a wide range of boxes

total cost framework that includes freight

and final handling of the product. They then

available to growers and exporters.

savings, limitation of damages etc.

scientifically engineer solutions for each

This is driven by inconsistency of raw

Silpack industries Ltd understands this

chain by ensuring they provide the right

material availability and pricing pressures.

factor better and is out to help growers get

carton to the grower. The quality of the

Discussing the matter with growers, Silpack

the right carton. Currently working with a

SoliQ Air carton made is largely dependent

Industries Ltd have realized that growers

number of growers, it has brought in the

on the on the preliminary information

are caught in a dogma between price and

market a “new way of thinking and a new

received from the growers and their cold

quality, and in many cases the former

way of doing” with Billerud Fresh Services,

chain.

prevails. The final outcome is not always as

through SoliQ AirTM

they would have expected. The solution

Quality is never an accident;
it is always the result of high
intention, sincere effort and
skillful execution.

The greatest challenge for any supply chain

is to consider a new way of thinking and

The process normally begins with a

is control through the freight forwarding

look at “affordable quality”, whereby,

comprehensive look at each supply chain,

process. Loose controls result in “fit for

the packaging is considered through a

including transport time and conditions,

purpose packing” not working, or exporters
having to overcompensate.
Silpack has noted with concern
that two cartons made from the
same specification transporting
the same variety to the same
destination have two different
outcomes in box performance.

Poor Packaging Causing Huge
Losses to Flower Exporters.

I

t is surprising how growers have

To address these challenges, Silpack

shown keen interest in variety

Industries Ltd have partnered with a global

selection, and use of the right

leader in packaging fresh produce, Billerud

agrochemical, only to fail in

Fresh Services to bring into the Kenyan

choosing of the right carton. It is important

market SoliQ AirTM.

to note that, packaging is a very essential

For any grower, any carton that
can salvage the wastage on
poor quality packaging will be
a big plus. That is why those

Why choose SoliQ Air™?

who have started using the
newly introduced SoliQ AirTM

Lower the cost of transportation

technology have not looked

A marking for the environment

Air boxes made for auction are

Reliable supply

process and savings the growers

back. The standard size SoliQ
a prime example of a successful
are targeting.

quality factor, both in terms of presentation

Silpack Industries Ltd understands that

and protection. Flower packaging has to

each supply chain has its own specific

satisfy a number of conditions, mainly in

requirements regarding packaging. For

The box was designed through

the field of handling and quality protection.

instance, in the traditional supply chain,

various lab simulations

The transport volume must be as efficient

the first packaging (the packaging applied

considering tests for

as possible, and a high level of uniformity is

by the grower) is removed by the importer,

compression, edge crush, burst,

desirable.

who places the flowers in buckets of water

and stiffness. The resulting box

before they enter the auction process.

weighs on average 250gms
less than the current standard

Global attention has been riveted on

36

box available in the market

the amount of losses caused by poor

At the other end of the supply chain

packaging. It is estimated that 10% of all

spectrum, direct trade has very different

SoliQ Air™ is a lighter, stronger solution, reducing the weight

flowers exported from Kenya are damaged.

requirements. Ideally, the link at destination

Some may be sold as substandard while

(often larger retailers) receives ready-to-

of a Package up to 20%.

the rest are destroyed. This is a huge loss

use products. This means fewer handling

to the grower in respect to the amount of

procedures and lower costs, less loss

time and money put in production. In detail,

of quality and wastage of product and

Growers are also assured of

of the 10%, 30% are damaged due to poor

packaging material in the chain. Special

consistency in the quality as

packaging, 40% in the packaging process

packaging designed for this type of receiver

the SoliQ Air process controls

and the remaining 30% is due to poor

(unpacked) is in high demand in the

the paper that is used to

grading.

international flower business.

manufacture the cartons.
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of comparable mechanical
strength, allowing for the grower
to safeguard one critical element
of the supply chain.
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HICURE

®

ASSURES IMPROVED FLOWER QUALITY AND YIELDS – NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHED BY SYNGENTA

Over the years, Kenya’s leading position as an exporter of

Several leading growers who tested the product had good
testimonials about their experiences with Hicure. Mr. Kenneth

from the expansions in greenhouse production areas across

this to say, “We have a rose variety which is generally a short
stem-length variety. We were interested in getting a solution
that could improve its length. After a rigorous 15 weeks of
testing across the farm, Hicure exceeded our expectations. I
observed a positive impact on the crop. When we compared
the treated plots with our regular standard product, the ones

opportunities in the recent past. With the changing dynamics
in the global markets, growers have to continuously adapt and
respond to the consumer trends in order to remain competitive.
earned the country Sh65 billion in 2012, up from Sh58.8 billion
in 2011.
Hicure was launched in July after two years of testing in Kenya.
The new product is ecologically produced solely from amino
acids and peptides of natural origin. Because of its natural
origin, Hicure is not harmful to the environment and is safe
to the crop, greenhouse workers and the spray applicators.
Treated crops do not need a withholding period and can be
harvested immediately after treatment.
Hicure is easily taken up by leaves and roots and once inside the
plant tissues is utilized to synthesize plant proteins essential
lengths, bigger bud sizes, and a longer post-harvest shelf life
by consistently using Hicure as part of their crop programs.
conditions. Growers often experience lower yields and poor
quality especially during stressful or sub-optimal growing
conditions occasioned by high disease pressure, nutritional
toxicity caused by erroneous use of pesticides and other
environmental stresses such as cold or heat, drought, frost,
hail etc.,” says Victor Juma, Syngenta’s Business Manager for
Lawn & Garden in East Africa. Against this backdrop, Hicure
was tested to understand and quantify the effects it could
were overwhelming including: more than 15% increase in

Additionally, the head sizes on the Hicure-treated roses were
saw improved shelf life in the treated roses.”
“While Hicure is not a pesticide, it complements crop nutrition
and crop protection products in an integrated program
by enhancing the productivity of the crop during stressful
environmental conditions,” continues Victor. “It can even be
“The launch of Hicure aligns with Syngenta’s strategy of
thinking like a grower,” Jan Mostert,Head of Controls Flowers,
Home & Garden, EAME, shares. “As a solution provider to the
required by the value chain players and not just plantprotection
products. Our task is to address real grower needs for better
quality and improved production. From an even bigger-picture
perspective, Hicure offers an opportunity for Syngenta to
help growers obtain better returns on their investments”
from the proven performance of Hicure®, a unique and
environmentally friendly plant bio-stimulant. By integrating
Hicure in the crop production programs either as a foliar spray
or through soil application, growers are able to achieve better
plant health, longer stem lengths, bigger bud sizes, improved
vase life and shorter crop cycles. This leads to enhanced

10 days and a prolonged post-harvest shelf life by three-to-six
days on average.

WHY?

HOW?

WHEN?
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•
•
•
•

Bigger bud sizes
Longer stems
Longer vase life
Shorter crop cycles

• Foliar application
• Soil application

• During crucial physiological phases
• Under stress or suboptimal conditions

EVERY FLOWER TELLS A STORY
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Optimizer

R

Sea weed extracts

Seaweed Biostimulant For Vegetative Development

Mr. Nelson Maina

Hybrid Pest Control Method That Guarantees
Global Standards And Pest Free Farms

B

eginning of this year, more than a fifth of

fresh produce in record time. The dilemna therefore is

Kenya’s vegetable exports to the European

eliminating these stubborn pests while keeping products

market were rejected after they were found to

within global growing standards. And for farmers in

contain traces of a banned chemical, which is said to

such a lucrative venture as horticulture, the dilemna

cause cancer.

is even more entrenched. These farmers have to walk
the tight pest control rope. While it is appreciated that

Kenyan exporters have for the last five years been

the country cannot entirely do away with synthetic

forced to adapt to environmentally friendly farming

agrochemicals, biological or alternative pest control

practices as European customers concerned with

methods provides the much needed balance and are

environmental damages and safety of workers demand

actually working. Elgon Kenya Limited for example has

good agricultural practices for the fresh produces they

been in the forefront in championing a balance between

consume. It has been a long and protracted battle

synthetic pesti control methods and biological means to

where Kenya has lost millions as health conscious

guarantee safety.

consumers especially in the international markets
demand better growing conditions.

It has partnered with London-based Russels Company
to supply Integrated Pest Management systems that

The Fresh Produce Exporters Association of Kenya

encourage minimum use of pesticides. IPMs like

said only 4,000 tonnes of exports were received, 1,000

pheromone traps targeting the voracious aphids,

tonnes lower than normal.

whiteflies and thrips together with sticky boards, rods
and physical traps meant to eliminate fruit flies and

With this ban several companies and farmers were

supplied by Elgon Kenya, are recording impressive

delisted. Of course the ban was a big blow to the

uptake as Kenya growers, whose lion’s share of export

country because the EU accounts for up to 80 per cent

market is the UK, step up use of natural enemies and

of Kenya’s fruit and vegetable sales and 42 per cent of

other cultural methods of wading off pests.

flower exports.
Globalization of markets and increased movements of
But it is even worrying news coming from the

people all over the world has seen increasing numbers

horticulture sub sector which is the fastest growing

of invasive species and diseases being intoduced to

agricultural sub-sector in Kenya and is ranked third in

other countries. Appropriate responses to these pests

terms of foreign exchange earnings from exports after

are needed and development and implementation

tourism and tea. For example the sub-sector generated

strategies should be arranged. It is essential that the

KSh.97 billion in foreign exchange earnings last year

option that poses the least risks while maximizing

from production and sale of more than three million

benefits is taken and that the strategy may include all

tonnes making Kenya one of the major exporters of

components related to Integrated Pest Management

horticultural produce in the world. But with the rise of

strategies. The hybrid approach to pest control that

export figures, so has the number of pests and diseases

Elgon Kenya Limited has adopted is testament to the

P.O. Box 24942 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. Tel: +254 20 2128459, Fax:+254 20 2699191

affecting these products. Horticultural farmers cannot

fact that it is possible to rid our farms off pests while

Mob: +254 722 736318,+254 735 544544 +254 722 563698,+254 738 980267

go the entire production process without coming into

upholding international food safety standards

info@greenlife.co.ke | www.greenlife.co.ke

contact with stubborn pests which can wipe away the

Your Growth
Our Concern
R
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Roses Need Protection From Ethylene

Inka Normal

active ingredient in AVB is silver thio sulfate.

value.’

To reduce the negative environmental

Vase life extended by 5 days

and health impact of silver, Chrysal has

Ethylene, a natural hormone

By contrast, roses protected against

developed a neutralisation method by

Ethylene is a hydrocarbon and a colourless,

ethylene by preventive measures did

which most of the silver can be recovered

flammable gas with a faintly sweet smell.

not show any of these problems. Most

prior to the disposal of any waste solution.

It is produced as a natural hormone by

importantly, their vase life increased by as

‘If these products are used the way they are

many different plants to regulate internal

much as five days. ‘Our conclusion is that

supposed to be, they are environmentally

processes, such as ripening. Chemically

protection against ethylene simply means

sound,’ says Jeanet de Zeeuw, a technical

manufactured ethylene is used in

fewer consumers will be disappointed

consultant at Chrysal International BV. ‘AVB

agriculture to accelerate ripening. Ripe fruit,

in their purchase and the ornamental

is commercially available and registered

in particular, produces a lot of ethylene

value of the roses in question will go up,’

as an approved post-harvest treatment

and its production is increased if the fruit

says Van der Hulst. ‘We believe this is an

product in Kenya. This means that, like

is damaged or stored in unfavourable

important discovery for the rose market.

other registered products, it is accepted

conditions. For instance, high temperatures

Recent research in the USA has shown

within the MPS quality certification scheme

stimulate ethylene production, shortening

similar outcomes, but none of the American

for flower growers.’

the storage life of the fruit or plant in

studies involved European rose cultivars.

question.

This report has the highest relevance for the

Resistance and prevention

Post-harvest measures boost colour, opening and vase life of some cultivars, Dutch study shows

European market.’

Overall, FlowerWatch draws two main

As ethylene is a gas, its easily spreads

By Stephen Teeuwen

conclusions from its research. Says Van

from its source. This means that adequate

An ethylene-free supply chain

der Hulst, ‘First, the fact that some rose

management of ethylene levels throughout

have a disastrous effect on their quality.

FlowerWatch and Chrysal list the following

cultivars are sensitive to ethylene while

the post-harvest life of roses, or other

Inadequate cold chain management is

measures for ensuring an ethylene-free

others are not, means breeding and

flowers and plants, will result in fresher,

another quality killer. However, ethylene

supply chain:

promoting resistant varieties makes good

longer lasting products. Different plant

commercial sense. Second, as long as

species produce different levels of ethylene

S

everal rose varieties sold
by European retailers suffer
significant and unnecessary

their post-harvest journey from grower
to consumer. They looked at the flowers’
sensitivity to ethylene as well as to ethylene

Keep roses away from fruit and foliage

quality loss as a result of exposure

inhibitor AVB, a post-harvest conditioner

can also be produced internally by flowers,

to ethylene, a recent Dutch study

developed by Chrysal.

particularly in response to temperature

and from areas in which these have recently

ethylene-sensitive varieties remain on the

under different conditions. Research into

fluctuations and water stress. Says Van

been stored

market, post-harvest handlers must take

these effects is ongoing in many areas of

preventive measures to reduce damage and

horticulture.

has shown. With a few preventive

Keep trucks and other gasoline-fuelled

An important discovery

der Hulst, ‘In several rose boxes, we found

performance of these roses can

The most important outcome of the survey

ethylene concentrations up to 2.6 ppm. We

vehicles out of rose storage facilities and

be greatly improved. An alternative

is that at least four of the 25 cultivars – all

believe this ethylene did not come from

auction halls

is to develop ethylene-resistant

of which are common European retail

external sources, but was produced by

measures, the post-harvest

varieties. Either way, retailers will

products – showed significant sensitivity to

the roses themselves. Our measurements

be able to offer consumers flowers

ethylene. ‘This is an important discovery,

were not extensive enough for scientific

facilities

with improved colour and opening

as roses are not commonly considered to

qualification, but they clearly must be taken

and a vase life up to five days

be ethylene-sensitive,’ says FlowerWatch’s

longer than today’s average.

Jeroen van der Hulst. ‘Everyone knows

Ensure adequate and consistent cold

seriously.’

chain management (avoiding warming)
treatment with an ethylene inhibitor, such as

Subject sensitive roses to post-harvest

carnations and lilies are, but no rose trader

Poor opening, wilting, discolouring

The study of the effects of ethylene

monitors ethylene concentrations in the

The survey proves beyond doubt that

on roses was carried out in

transport, storage and sales environment.

ethylene is a factor rose traders must start

Chrysal AVB
Reduce the risk of internal ethylene

December 2012 and January 2013

These outcome are remarkable and

taking into account. The most sensitive

production by ensuring the utmost care in

by FlowerWatch, a leading Dutch

definitely warrant further investigation.’

cultivars tested by FlowerWatch – Marie-

handling and packaging flowers (minimise

Claire, Mariyo, Inka and Viva – suffered

touching).

monitoring and development,

Ripe fruit and combustion engines

major quality loss even when exposed to

and commissioned by Chrysal

Ethylene often comes from external

relatively low concentrations of ethylene.

Netherlands, a specialist in flower

sources; for instance, it can be produced

care solutions. In the study,

by ripe fruit and combustion engines. In

Exposure had the following effects on

may respond differently to inhibitors,’ says

FlowerWatch followed a range

an enclosed area or under the influence of

the cultivars in question:

Van der Hulst. ‘Its protective effects on

of 25 rose cultivars exported to

higher temperatures, concentrations can

European retail destinations by two

increase. Allowing trucks or other vehicles

the shape of a star, while others failed to

but its effect on roses had never been

Kenyan growers. The researchers

into rose storage areas thus is a major

open at all)

researched until now.

monitored the ethylene

threat to sensitive rose varieties. Storing,

Wilting (ethylene exposure led to 		

concentrations to which the

transporting or even selling the flowers

premature wilting)

Our study shows that conditioners like AVB

flowers were exposed throughout

near fruit – say, in a supermarket – can also

(Purple) discolouring and loss of colour;

are a viable option for rose traders.’ The

Floriculture . Sept - October 2013

boost quality, vase life and overall flower

Do not use combustion engines or
gas heating in rose cultivation or storage

centre for supply chain expertise,

42

Inka with Ethylene Damaged

Reduced vase life.

‘The inclusion of AVB in the study is a
significant detail, as different cultivars

Poor opening (some flowers opened in

carnations and lilies are widely known,
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Second Hortiflorexpo IPM In Shanghai
Very Well-Visited

M

esse Essen and Its

Successful Model of Hortiflorexpo IPM

The available spectrum and the supporting

Chinese Partners

Extended Until 2017

programme at Hortiflorexpo IPM took up

Extend the Contract

The organisers (INTEX, China Great

these subjects successfully: Not only the

Until 2017 Landscape Gardening

Wall International Exhibition and Messe

range of seminars offered by INDEGA

and Horticultural Know-How

Essen) want to consolidate this success

(Interessenvertretung der deutschen

Very Popular in China

even further together with China’s most

Industrie für den Gartenbau e.V. -

important horticultural association,

“Association Representing the Interests of
the German Horticultural Industry”) but also

China’s most important
horticultural fair, Hortiflorexpo

China Flower Association: They have

the live demonstrations of German flower-

IPM, has highlighted its

extended their cooperation by two years

arranging art made by FDF (Fachverband

significance as the leading

for each venue. Up to and including 2017,

Deutscher Floristen e.V. - “Trade

trade fair in the most populous

Hortiflorexpo IPM will thus take place

Association of German Florists”) met with

country in the world: One year

every year, alternating between Beijing

great acclaim amongst the visitors.

after the successful premiere

and Shanghai. A logical step for Egon

in Beijing, the joint event of

Galinnis, Managing Director of Messe

Five Countries Presented Themselves in

the Chinese Hortiflorexpo and

Essen: “China’s plant and flower industry

National Showrooms

the premier global fair IPM

is booming and, due to the cooperation

The significance of Hortiflorexpo IPM for

ESSEN has started well in

between competent partners, Hortiflorexpo

entering the market in China was also

Shanghai too. On an exhibition

IPM offers the ideal setting in order to reach

highlighted by the good participation in the

area of around 18,000 square

this growing market.”

cooperative booths. Five countries (Taiwan,
Korea, France, the Netherlands and

metres, 413 companies from 24

44

nations presented their newest

China’s Growing Market Has Great

Germany) took the opportunity to present

innovations and services for

Potential

their national know-how in horticulture and

horticultural technology, plants

The market for horticulture and landscape

landscape gardening in a compact form on

and floristry on April 17 - 20,

gardening is growing substantially in

one booth. The German joint appearance

2013 - on Shanghai’s most

China - most recently, by 20 percent by

in which 15 companies participated in

modern fair site (Shanghai World

year. There is a demand, above all, for

Shanghai was promoted by the Federal

Expo Convention & Exhibition

solutions for planting properties and urban

Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer

Center), 18,882 visitors from

districts with greenery. Greater interest is

Protection.

all over the world obtained

also being shown in modern horticultural

information about trends in the

technology and environmentally friendly

Hortiflorexpo IPM 2014 in Beijing

green sectors. Representatives

biotechnology. Moreover, the newest plant

In the coming spring, the international

of the consulates of Germany,

breeds and seed varieties are extremely

horticultural and landscape gardening

France and the Netherlands

popular and flower gifts on the occasion

sector will come together in China once

also took part in the ceremonial

of public holidays are becoming ever more

again - i.e. on April 23 - 26, 2014. Then, the

opening.

widespread in cities.

venue will be the capital Beijing.
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Alcazar
P.O. Box 24581, 00502 Kenya.
Tel: 254-020-2595455, 3008065,
Cellphone: 254-0733-363642, 0722-200643
Fax: 020-2595466
NAIROBI, KENYA
Email: info@kordesroses-ea.com
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Isii Aqua A New Introduction From Hoogendoorn
At the HortiFair 2012 Hoogendoorn Growth Management

and raspberry nursery in the Netherlands, is enthusiastic

introduced the new irrigation system iSii Aqua Compact.

about its user friendliness: “Everyone is capable to operate

This smart computer regulates irrigation in greenhouses and

irrigation and climate controls with this computer. Setting up

outdoor cultivation to the plant’s requirements. The added

is very easy and you can start right away. I am a very satisfied

benefit is that this system is expandable to include basic

user”.

climate controls. Enthusiastic users worldwide confirm that
Hoogendoorn has kept her promise: iSii aqua compact

Real-time data

increases production, saves time and gives certainty.

The iSii Aqua Compact can be operated from any computer
or smart phone. Growers can request information about the

Optimal irrigation strategy

current crop conditions at any desired moment. Frank Vila:

The iSii Aqua Compact regulates irrigation, and climate such

“Via my smart phone I can see how much water is being given

as ventilation, screening and heating at different nurseries

and from which vales. This allows me to make adjustments

worldwide, such as fruit production, tree farms and garden

throughout the day.” Real-time data provides growers insight

centers. Frank Vila, owner of multiple tomato and lettuce

into the effect of their irrigation strategy and enables them

nurseries Vila SA in France confirms that iSii aqua compact

to react adequately. As a result this helps them to increase

helped him toward an efficient irrigation strategy. “Based on

cultivation yield.

the plant’s needs, I select the proper starting moment and
the amount of irrigation. I adjust this according to time or the

About Hoogendoorn

amount of sunshine. This system ensures me that my crop is

For more than 45 years, Hoogendoorn has developed the

given an optimal dosage of fertilizers.”

most durable and user-friendly automation solutions for
horticultural businesses worldwide. These solutions are

46

Ease of operation

produced according to modern methods and are based on

The software is easy to use and above all, available in almost

the latest technologies. Hoogendoorn has several offices

any language. This allows growers to use all the iSii aqua

worldwide and a strong partner network. In this manner

compact functionalities optimally in order to achieve higher

modern horticultural technology can be coordinated

production and quality. André Tijssen, owner of a blueberry

completely with grower’s desires and circumstances.
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International Advisory Board for the Fair Sets
the Points for IPM ESSEN 2014

T mahawk

R

For Powdery Mildew in Roses

O

n January 28 - 31, 2014, Messe Essen Will Once

demonstrations of stars on the floristry scene in the FDF Creative

More Become the Number-One Worldwide

Centre, the Innovation Showcase with innovative breeds and

Marketplace of the Green Sector.

competitions such as the Colour Your Life Award or the IPM Fair
Cup.

At its most recent meeting, the International Advisory Board
for the IPM ESSEN Fair has stipulated the framework for the

57,743 trade visitors from 103 countries came to the last IPM

next edition of the world’s premier fair. Over 1,500 exhibitors

ESSEN in 2013 - this high internationality was a new record

will once more be expected at the leading marketplace of the

value. In this respect, there was greater interest, above all, from

green sector at Messe Essen on January 28 - 31, 2014.

the Asian continent; the visitors travelled from 33 countries in the
region (in 2012: 24). Visitors and exhibitors stated that they were

In this respect, IPM ESSEN will open itself up in an even

very satisfied with the course of the trade fair; in each case, 92

more international way: For the first time, the successful

percent announced that they would be involved in the next IPM

Horticultural Forum will not only cover countries in Eastern

ESSEN as well.

Europe but will also be dedicated to countries from all over the
world under the new name of the “International Horticultural

In order to inform exhibitors and interested trade visitors

Forum”. Turkey will make a start in 2014. In lectures, experts

throughout the world about the next IPM ESSEN, the fair team

will report on market opportunities and the economic situation.

will once again be represented at a large number of events at
home and abroad. In addition to the subsidiary events of IPM in

Moreover, the members of the Advisory Board have agreed

China, Russia and Dubai, the team will also be present at fairs

to continue the well-visited supporting programme of IPM

from Italy via Kenya, Colombia and the Netherlands to Spain and

ESSEN in an unamended form. In 2014 too, the trade visitors

Turkey.

will therefore be able to look forward to highlights such as the

FLOWERS IPM Moscow 2013: Cooperation
With EXPO FLORA RUSSIA

N

ew Duo of Trade Fairs in Moscow Will Offer

to the sector - including a large number of product innovations

Synergetic Effects for the Horticultural Sector in

and future trends. The organisers will place particular emphasis

Russia and the CIS

on the country participations which will now be able to portray
themselves in a wider available range.

This year, FLOWERS IPM Moscow will cooperate with EXPO

Your Growth
Our Concern
R

P.O. Box 24942 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya. Tel: +254 20 2128459, Fax:+254 20 2699191
Mob: +254 722 736318,+254 735 544544 +254 722 563698,+254 738 980267

info@greenlife.co.ke | www.greenlife.co.ke
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FLORA RUSSIA. The three organisers reached agreement

Last year, Poland, Germany, Denmark and Korea were

about this in Moscow. FLOWERS IPM is a joint venture

represented at FLOWERS IPM with large cooperative booths.

between MESSE ESSEN and the Moscow fair organiser

This year too, the trade fairs will receive official support from the

International Exhibition Complex (IEC of AREC). EXPO FLORA

Russian Ministry of Agriculture and from the City Administration

RUSSIA will be staged by HPP Exhibitions, Amsterdam.

of Moscow.

With the cooperation, FLOWERS IPM will be provided with a

The new constellation will need more space: The three organisers

strong partner in the field of cut flowers on the occasion of the

are making plans for around 26,000 square metres of which

20th event. The range on display at FLOWERS IPM and EXPO

FLOWERS IPM alone will occupy around 20,000 square metres.

FLORA RUSSIA in Moscow at the end of August will thus be

The modern fair halls in the All Russian Exhibition Center in

an absolute must for all professionals from horticulture as well

Moscow are designed for the strong growth in the available range

as from the plant and flower industries in Russia and the CIS.

and will thus offer the appropriate setting for the duo of trade
fairs. FLOWERS IPM and EXPO FLORA RUSSIA will take place

On four days, both trade fairs will present the most up-to-date

on August 28 - 31, 2013.

and most comprehensive cross-section of subjects relevant
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FLOWER & VEGETABLE FARMS IN KENYA
FARM NAME		

LOCATION		

AAA Growers			
Rimuruti		
AAA Growers-Chestnut 		
Naromoru		
AAA Growers Ltd.		
Thika		
AAA Growers-Turi 		
Nanyuki		
Africallas			
Limuru		
Afri-organics (K) Ltd		
Timau		
Aquila Flowers		
Naivasha		
Baraka Flowers		
Ngorika		
Batian Flowers Ltd		
Timau		
Beauty Line Ltd		
Naivasha		
Bigot Flowers		
Naivasha		
Bila Shaka			
Naivasha		
Black Petals			
Limuru		
Bliss Flora Ltd		
Njoro
Bluesky			
Naivasha		
Buds $ Blooms -Blis flora		
Nakuru		
Buds $ Blooms -Town		
Nakuru		
Carnations Plants		
Athi River		
Carzan Flowers (K) Ltd		
Kipipiri		
					
Celinico Flowers		
Limuru		
Charm Flowers		
Kitengela		
Colour Crops			
Bahati		
Colour Crops			
Timau		
Colour Crops.			
Naivasha		
Colour Vision Roses Ltd		
Naivasha		
Countrywide Connections		
Nanyuki		
Credible blooms		
Nairobi		
De Ruiters			
Naivasha		
Desire flora (K) Ltd		
Isinya		
E.A. Growers - Jessy 		
Mweiga		
Elbur Flora / Kimman Exports Ltd
Elburgon		
Enkasiti Rose		
Thika		
Equinox Horticulture Ltd		
Timau		
Everest Enterprises -Chulu
Timau		
Everest Enterprises - Lusoi
Naromoru		
Everes Enterprises - Njumbi
Naromoru		
Everest Enterprises - Woodland
Mweiga		
Everflora Ltd 		
Juja		
Fides( K) Ltd			
Embu 		
Finlays-Chemirel		
Kericho		
Finlays Tarakwet		
Kericho		
Finlays Flamingo		
Naivasha		
Finlays-Kingfisher		
Naivasha		
Finlays-Kingfisher		
Naivasha		
Finlays - Vegetables		
Naivasha		
Finlays-Siraji			
Timau		
Finlays-Sirimon		
Timau		
Finlays Lemotit		
Londiani		
Flora ola			
-		
Flora delight			
Limuru		
Florema (K) Limited.		
Naivasha		
Florensis			
Naivasha		
Flower Connection Ltd		
Londiani		
Fontana Ltd - Mau Narok Ayiapa
Nakuru		
Fontana Ltd - Njoro farm Akina
Nakuru		
Fontana Ltd - Salgaa 		
Nakuru		
Foxton Agriculture		
Naivasha		
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PRODUCT		

CONTACT PERSON

TELEPHONE		

E-MAIL

Roses		
Mr. George Hopf
0733-746737
george@aaagrowers.co.ke
Vegetables		
Mr. Mark Kirimi			
nanyuki@aaagrowers.com
Vegetables		
Mr. Steve			
Vegetables		
Mr. Japheth				
japheth@aaagrowers.co.ke
Zantedeschia
Mr. Robert Holtrop
066-76084		
rob@sande.co.ke
Herbs		
Mr. John Harris			
ohn@afriorganic.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Yogesh		
0715 -817369
gm@aquilaflowers.com
Roses		
Mr. Wanjiru Mahihu
0722-517701
info@barakaroses.com
Roses			
Cut Flowers		
Catherine Wanjohi
0727-589862
catherine@beautyli.com
Roses		
Mr. Jagtap Kakaseheb 0722-205271
jagtap.kt@bigotflowes.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Joost Zuurbier
0711-898689
bilashaka.flowers@zuurbier.com
Roses		
Mr. Nirzar Jundre
0722-848560
nj@blackpetals.co.ke
T-Single head cut flowers Mr. Shivaji Wagh
0789-101060
shivaniket@yahoo.com
Gypsophila,Roses
Mr. Mike		
0720-005294
blue-sky@africaonline.co.ke		
Roses		
Mr. Sarchil Appachu
0720-804784
Roses		
Mr. Shivaji wagh
0720-895911
shivaniket@yahoo.com
Carnations		
Mr. Amir		
045-22242		
cpl@exoticfields.com
Carnations & summer Mr. Zaien Manji
0722-764697
zaien@carzankenya.com
flowers 						
info@carzankenya.com
Roses,Summer flowers Mr. Chris Shaw
066-72170		
celinico@nbinet.co.ke		
Roses		
Mr. Ashok Patel
020 2222433
info@charmflowers.co.ke
Hypericum, Ammi
Mr. K. Marigoma
020 2313859
Summer flowers
Mr. Simon Baker			
simon@siluba.co.ke
Veronica,fillers
Mr. Geofrey Mwaura
0724-083111
nva@coulourcrops.com		
Roses breeders
Mr. Peter van der Meer (0)50 50 310		
petervandermeer@terranigra.com
Eryngiums		
Mr. Richard 		
062-31023/6
production@countrywide.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Eliud Njenga
0722-382859
info@pegionblooms.com
Roses		
Mr. Sebasten Alix
0720-601600
info@drea.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Rajat Chaohan
0724-264653
rajatchaohan@hotmail.com
Vegetables		
Mr. Antony M.			
antonym@eaga.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Daniel Moge Maina 0721-734104
kimmanexp@gmail.com
Roses		
Mr. Tambe 		
067-44222/3
enkasiti@form-net.com
Roses		
Mr. John Mwangi			
john@equinoxflowers.co.ke
Vegetables		
Mr. Anthony Muiruri		
Vegetables		
Mr. Robert Mbuthia		
robert.mbuthia@everest.co.ke
Vegetables		
Mr. Robert Mbuthia		
robert.mbuthia@everest.co.ke
Vegetables		
Mr. George Machariah			
george.macharia@everest.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Bipin Patel
0716-066305
everflora@dmblgroup.com
Roses, Cuttings
Mr. Francis Mwangi
068-30776		
info@fideskenya.com
Roses		
Mr. Aggrey Simiyu
0722-601639
Roses		
Mr. John Magara
0722-873539
john.magara@finlays.net
Roses/Fillers		
Mr. Peter mwangi
0722-204505
peter.mwangi@finlays.net
Roses		
Mr. Charles Njuki
0724 -391288
charles.njuki@finlays.net
Carnations/ Fillers
Mr. Jacob Wanyonyi
0722-773560
jacob.wanyonyi@finlays.net
Vegetables		
Mr. Daniel Kiboi
0722-206627
Carnations/Roses
Mr. Paul Salim			
paul.salim@finlays.net
Lilies		
Ms. Purity Thigira			
purity.thigira@finlays.net
Carnations		
Mr. Richard Siele
0721-486313
richard.siele@finlays.net		
-		
-		
-		
Summer		
Mr. Hosea		
0724-373532
hosndai@yahoo.com
Begonia		
Mr. Peter Maina
050-2021072
info@floremakenya.co.ke
Cuttings		
Mr. Eddy Verbeek
050-50010		
florensis@florensis.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Arun Mishra
0710-625484
arun@eaga.co.ke		
Roses		
Mr. Gideon maina
0721-178974
gideon@fontana.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Arfhan		
0722-728441
Arfhan@fontana.co.ke
Roses		
Mr. Kimani		
0733-605219
production@fontana.co.ke
Vegetables		
Mr. Foxton Asanya.				
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FLOWER & VEGETABLE FARMS IN KENYA
FARM NAME		

LOCATION		

PRODUCT		

CONTACT PERSON

TELEPHONE		

E-MAIL

Gatoka Roses		
Thika		
Roses		
Mr. Chris		
0715-215840
Goldsmith Seeds		
Naivasha		
Lisianthus
Mrs. Lynette S.		
Goodwood			
Nyaururu		
Hypericum		
Mr. Bernard		
0701-166466
Goodwood Properties		
Nyeri		
Vegetebles		
Mr. Kahiga				
Greystones Farm						
Mr. Silas Mbaabu
0722-312316
Groove			
Naivasha		
Roses						
Hamwe Ltd			
Naivasha		
Hypericum		
Mr. Peter Kamwaro			
Harvest Ltd			
Athi River		
Roses		
Mr. Farai Madziva
0722-849329
Highlands Plants		
Olkalau		
Outdoors			
Hummer			
Naivasha		
Carnation, cuttings
Mr. Annemaria		
Indu Farm			
Naivasha		
French beans
Mr. James
Interplant roses		
Naivasha		
Breeders		
Mr. Geofrey Kanyari
0712-215419
Isinya roses			
Isinya		
Roses
Mr. Yash Dave
0700-797849
James Finlays 		
Kericho/Londiani
Roses		
Mr. Richard Siele			
K.H.E.			
Nanyuki		
Vegetables		
Mr. Elijah Mutiso			
K.P.P. Plant Production (K) Ltd
Juja		
Cuttings		
Mr. Wilson Kipketer
020-352557		

gatoka@swiftkenya.com

Kabuku Farm		
Kalka			
Karen Roses.			
Kariki Ltd.			
Karuturi flowers		
Kenfloraa Ltd		
Kenya Cuttings Ltd.		

Thika		
Isinya		
Nairobi		
Juja		
Naivasha		
Kiambu		
Thika		

Roses, Fruits & Vegs
Roses		
Roses		
Hypericums		
Roses		
Roses		
Cuttings		

Mr. Ajay Singh
Mr. Shivah		
Mr. Rober Kotut
Mr. Samwel Kamau
Mr. Sylvester Saruni
Mr. Aleem Abdul
Mr. Careml Ekardt

kabukufm@eaga.co.ke
production@kalkaflowers.com
bob@karenroses.com
kariki.fm@kariki.biz
saruni@karuturi.co.ke
info@kenfloraa.com
info.kenyacuttings@syngenta.com

Kisima Farm			
Kongoni Gorge farm (Vegpro)
Kongoni Star Flowers(Vegpro)
Kreative Roses		
Kudenga Flowers		
Larmona/Hamcop		
Lathyflora			
Lauren international		

Timau		
Naivasha		
Naivasha		
Naivasha		
Molo		
Naivasha		
Limuru		
Thika		

Roses		
Roses,vegs		
Roses		
Roses		
Hypericum, Eringium
Roses		
Beddings		
Roses		

Mr. Kenneth 		
0722-475758
flowers@kisima.co.ke
Anand		
Mr. Shailesh		
0722-203750
sailesh@vegpro-group.com
Mr. Julias Kinyanjui
0734-505431
info@kreative-roses.com
Mr. Juma/Rotich
0725-643942
kudenga.production@kariki.biz
Mr. Peter Mureithi
0722-238474
lamonaacounts@africaonline.co.ke
Mr. Silvester		
0721-336887			
Mr. Peter Mwangi			
laurenflowers@access.co.ke

Lex + Blomming oasis		
Live Wire Limited		
Lobelia Farm /Sunland Roses Ltd
Longonot Horticulture		

Naivasha		
Naivasha		
Timau		
Naivasha		

Roses		
Hypericcum,Lilies
Roses		
Roses, vegetables

Mr. Thomas Nyaribo
Mr. John Gitonga.
Mr. Peter Viljoen
Mr. Shando Rai

Maasai flowers		
Magana Flowers (K) Ltd.		

Kitengela		
Kiambu		

Roses		
Mr. Clement Ng’etich
Roses			
-

Mahee flowers		
Maridadi			
Maua Agritec		
Mboga Tuu			
Migotiyo			
Molo River Roses Ltd 		

Olkalau		
Roses & Carnations
Naivasha		
Roses		
Isinya		
Roses		
Isinya		
Vegetables		
Nakuru				
Nakuru 		
Roses 		

Molly flowers		
Morop Flowers		
Mosi Ltd.			
Mt. Elgon Orchards		
Mweiga blooms		
New Hollands Flowers		
Nini farm			
Nirp E.A			
Ol Njorowa			

Limuru		
Summer flowers
Elizabeth		
Bahati				
Mr. Wesley Tanui
Thika		
Roses		
Mr. Anthony Wahome
Kitale		
Roses		
Mr. Bob Andersen
Mweiga		
Roses		
Mr. Daniel Vilnersson
Olkalau		
Roses		
Mr. Francis		
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Fred Okinda
Naivasha		
Rose BreederMr. Michael Gathare		
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. David, charles

0754-444641
0715-356540
020-884429		
0722-337579
0722-873560
0722 -311 468
060 2030280/1

dwagacha@qfp.co.ke
silas.mbaabu@greystones.co.ke
groovekenya@gmail.com
hamwe.production@kariuki.biz
harvest@harvestflowers.com

geoffrey@interplant.co.ke
info@isinyaroses.com
flowers@finlay.co.ke
mutiso@khekenya.com
w.keter@selectakpp.com		

020-20612/21260
050-50371		
0721-632877
050-50173/4

lex@lex-ea.com

020-2017651-3

info@maganaflowers.co.ke

info@sunlandroses.com
longonot@vegpro-group.com

Mr. Vijay Kumar
0733-607907
Mr. Jack
0733-333289
Mr. Madayi				
Mr. Dan Agao		

vijay@eaga.co.ke
jack@maridadiflowers.com
gm@mauaagritech.com

Mr. Andrew Wambua

0724-256592

awambua@moloriverroses.co.ke

0720-983945
0722-204911
0734-333095
0733-741203
0700-718570
0720-611623

mwaiwahome@mosiflowers.co.ke
info@mtelgon.com
sales@mweigablooms.com
guna@bth.co.ke
growing@niniltd.com

020-574011		

mbegafarm@icconnect.co.ke
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FLOWER & VEGETABLE FARMS IN KENYA
FARM NAME		

LOCATION		

Oserian Dev Company		
Naivasha		
Panocal International		
Kitale		
Panda Flowers Ltd		
Naivasha		
Pangot			
Naivasha		
Penta Flowers Ltd.		
Thika		
PJ Flora 			
Isinya		
PJ Dave Flowers		
Isinya		
PJ Dave			
Timau		
Plantations Plants.		
Naivasha		
Pollen 			
Ruiru		
Porini			
Keringet		
Pressman Kenya Ltd		
Nakuru		
Primarosa			
Nyahururu		
Primarosa Flowers Ltd		
Athi River		
Protea Farm			
Timau		
Ravine Roses			
Eldamaravine
Receme			
Naivasha		
Redlands II			
Kiambu		
Redlands Roses		
Ruiru		
Rift valley Roses		
Naivasha		
Rift valley vegetables		
Naivasha		
Rimi Flora Ltd		
Naivasha		
Riverdale Blooms Ltd		
Yatta		
Rose plant			
Kitengela		
Roseto Ltd -Salgaa		
Nakuru		
Roseto Flowers		
Nakuru		
Rozzical garden		
Naivasha		
Rozzika Garden Centre Ltd		
Mweiga		
Savanah plants		
Naivasha		
Shade Horticulture		
Isinya		
Schreurs E.A. Ltd		
Naivasha		
Shalimar Farm		
Naivasha		
Selecta Flora					
Sian Flowers- Agriflora 		
Nakuru		
Sian Flowers -Equator		
Eldoret		
Sian Flowers- Maji Mazuri
Mois Bridge		
Sian Winchester		
Nairobi		
Sierra Roses			
Nakuru		
Simbi Roses Ltd.		
Thika		
Sirgoek Flowers		
Eldoret		
Solo Plant (K) Ltd.		
Kiambu		
Stockman Rozen Kenya Ltd
Naivasha		
Subati Ltd			
Subukia		
Subati (former Olij)		
Naivasha		
Suera Flowers		
Nyahururu		
Sunland Roses		
Timau		
Sunripe			
Nanyuki		
Sunripe savanah		
Naivasha		
Tamalu			
Timau 		
Tambuzi Flowers		
Naromoru		
Terrasol			
Limuru		
Timaflor Ltd			
Timau		
Timau flair			
Timau		
Transebel Ltd.		
Thika		
Tropiflora (K) Ltd.		
Limuru
					
Trodding Africa Flowers		
Njambini		
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PRODUCT		

CONTACT PERSON

TELEPHONE		

Roses,Fillers,statice
Mr. Ruri Tsakiris		
Roses		
Mr. Paul Wekesa
054-2030916/7
Roses
Mr. Paul W. Kariuki
050-50046		
Roses Cutting
Mr. Mwangi 		
Roses		
Mr. Tom Ochieng
0733 -625 297
Roses		
Mr. Kizito Mudogo			
Roses		
Mr. Hitesh Dave
045-21381/2
Roses		
Mr. Israel		
0712-184433
Geraniums 		
Mr. William Momany
050-2021031
Cuttings/Seedlings
Mr. Patrick Chege			
Roses		
Petinber		
0738-374403
Roses		
Mr. Jelle Posthumus
297-382200		
Roses		
Mr. Santosh Kurkani
0712-030610
Roses		
Mr. Dilip Barge
0733 -618 354
Roses		
Mr. Philip				
Roses		
Mr. Kamuren
Gypsopilla/vegs
Mr. Boni		
0721-938109
Roses		
Aldric Spindler
0733-609795
Roses		
Aldric Spindler
0733- 609795
Roses		
Mr. Peterson Muchiri
0721-216026
Vegetables		
Mr. Nicholas		
Cut Flowers		
Mr. Richard Mutuku
0722-357678
Roses		
Mr. Anthony Mutungi
0722-584874
Roses		
Mr. Atenus		
Roses		
Mr. Annan		
074-848560
Roses		
Mr. Vijay
0717-617969
Vegetables		
Mr. Robert		
Vegatables		
Mr. Kinuthia				
Geraniums
lukulu		
Roses		
Mr. Mishra Ashutosh
0722-792018
Roses		
Mr. Shadrack Musau
0726-981901
Roses		
Mr. Vijay Kumar
0733-607907
Roses		
Mrs. Mary Mwangi
0725-075569
Roses/ Lilies		
Mr. Koima		
0722-203630
Roses		
Mr. Nehemiah Kangogo 0722-848910
Roses		
Mr. Wilfred Munyao
Roses 		
Mr. R. Mulinge
0725-848909
Roses		
Mr. Shariff		
0787-243952
Roses		
Ms. Pauline Nyachae
020-4448230
Roses		
Mr. Andrew		
0725-946429
Roses		
Mr. Haggai Horwitz
0732-439942
propagator		
Mrs. Sarah Tham
0720-603994
Roses		
Mr. Naren/Ravi
0736-347777
Roses		
Mr. Ravi		
0736-347777
Roses		
Mr. Joseph Mureithi			
Roses		
Mr. Peter Viljoen
0721-632877
Vegetables		
Mr. James Muhoho		
vegetables		
Mr. George		
zante		
Mr. David N.		
0722-764759
Roses				
062 3101917
Cuttings		
Eva		
0722-455996
Roses		
Mr. Bryan Allen
062-41263
Roses		
Mr. Philip Ayiecha
0723-383736
Roses		
Mr. David Muchiri			
Carnations, 		
Mr. N.Krasensky
0722-783280
Astroemeria
Summer Flowers
Margaret Muthoni
0720-267004

E-MAIL

paul.wekesa@panacol.co.ke		
wanderi@pandaflowers.co.ke
tom@pentaflowers.co.ke
pjdaveflowers@wananchi.com
pjdaveflowers@wananchi.com
pjdavetimau@pjdaveepz.com
pplants@kenyaweb.com
patrick.chege@syngenta.com
preesman@preesman.com
santosh @primarosaflowers.com
dilip@primarosaflowers.com
info@lobelia.co.ke
bonny@kenyaweb.com
aidric@redlandsroses.co.ke
aldric@redlandsroses.co.ke
rvr@livewire.co.ke

FLOWER & VEGETABLE FARMS IN KENYA
FARM NAME		

LOCATION		

eunice@rozzika.co.ke
mishra@shadeshorticulture.com
sales@schreurskenya.com
vijay@eaga.co.ke
sales@floratrends.co.ke
info@sianroses.co.ke
nehemiah@equator.sianroses.co.ke		
rmulinge@sianroses.co.ke
simbi@sansora.co.ke
sirgoek@africaonline.co.ke
hagai@soloplant.co.ke		
sarah@srk.co.ke
production@subatiflowers.com
production@subatiflowers.com
suerafarm@suerafarm.sgc.co.ke
peter@sunlandroses.com

nzomahd@gmail.com
info@tambuzi.co.ke
info@terrasol.com
brian.allen@timaflorltd.com
admin@transbel.co.ke
tropiflora@tropiflora.net
leekement@gmail.com

CONTACT PERSON

TELEPHONE		

E-MAIL

Tulaga			
Naivasha		
Roses		
Mr. Denis Wedds
0724-465427
denis.weds@africaonline.co.ke
Uhuru Flowers		
Timau		
Roses		
Mr. Ivan Freeman
0722-863252
ivan@uhuruflowers.co.ke
Valentine Kibubuti 		
Kiambu		
Roses		
Mr. Simon		
020-3542466
info@valentineflora.com
Van den berg roses		
Naivasha		
Roses		
Johan Remeus
050-5050439
johan@roseskenya.com
Van Kleef Kenya Ltd						
Mrs. Judith Zuurbier
		
roses@vankleef.nl
Vegpro (k) Ltd - Kitawi 		
Naromoru		
Vegetables		
Das		
Vegpro (k) Ltd - Likii River
Nanyuki		
Roses		
Mr. Madhav Patel		
madhav@vegpro_group.com
Vegpro (k) Ltd- Kongoni 		
Timau		
Roses		
Vivek Sharma			
vivek@vegpro_group.com
Waridi Ltd			
Athi River		
Roses		
Mr. P.D. Kadlag
0724-407889
kadlag@waridifarm.com
Wiham Veg Mwanzi		
Nyahururu				
Madadi		
0721-491633
Wildfire flower		
Naivasha		
Roses,
					
Hypericum
Windsor Flowers Ltd		
Thika		
Rose		
Mr. Vikash Singh
020 -2029216
farm@windsor-flowers.com
Xpression Ltd -Africa Blooms
Salgaa		
Roses		
Mr. Inder Nain
0719-748175
flowers@xflora.net
Xpression Ltd -Elburgon		
Njoro		
Roses		
Mr. Inder Nain / Ketan
0719-748175
flowers@xflora.net
Zena roses - Asai		
Eldoret		
Roses			
Zena Roses			
Thika		
Roses		
Mr. Peter Ochami
0712-006323
productionthika@zenaroses.co.ke
Zena Roses - Sosiani 		
Eldoret		
Roses/Carnations
Mr. Fanuel O.		
0724-631299		

FLOWER FARMS IN UGANDA

info@rimiflora.com
rdale@swiftkenya.com
gm.roseto@megaspingroup.com
gm.roseto@megaspingroup.com

PRODUCT		

TYPE		

FARM NAME

CONTACT PERSON

LOCATION			

PHONE NUMBERS

Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Chrysanthemums
Chrysanthemums
Impatiens, poinsetia
Chrysanthemums

Rosebud		
Maiye Estates
Jambo flowers
Pearl Flowers
Aurum flowers
X-pressions		
Eruma roses		
Uga rose		
Kajjansi 		
Uganda Hortech
Melissa Flowers
Fiduga		
Royal Van Zanten
Wagagai		
xclussive cuttings

Ravi Kumar		
Premal		
Patrick Mutoro
Raghbir Sandhu
Kunal Lodhia Shiva
Ali Droiya		
Kazibwe Lawrence
Grace Mugisha
K.K rai		
M.D hedge		
Tobby Maddison
Jacques Schrier
Jabber Abdul
Olav Boenders
Peter Benders

Wakiso			
0752 711 781
Kikwenda wakiso				
Nakawuka Sisia Wakiso		
(254) 726549791
Ntemagalo Wakiso		
0772 72 55 67
Bulega, Katabi Wakiso		
0752 733 578
Katabi Wakiso		
0712 787788
Mukono			
0776 049987
Katabi Wakiso		
0772 452 425
Kitende Wakiso		
0752 722 128
Lugazi Mukono		
0703 666 301
Katabi Wakiso		
0755 722 262
Kiringente , Mpingi		
0772 765 555
Namaiba Mukono		
0759 330 350
lwaka Bufulu Wakiso		
0712 727377
Gayaza- Zirobwe rd		
0757 777 700

E-MAIL
ravi.kumar@rosebudlimited.com
premal@maiye.co.ug
pmutoro80@yahoo.co.uk
pearl@utlonline.co.ug
kunal@ucil.biz
xpressions@utlonline.co.ug
kazibwe@erumaroses.com
ugarose@infocom.co.ug
kkrai@kajjansi-roses.com
mdhedge@mehtagroup.com
toby.maddison@melisa-flowers.com
j.scherier@fiduga.com
j.Abdul@royalvanzanten.com
olav@wagagai.com
pbenders@xclussiveuganda.com

FLOWER FARMS IN TANZANIA
TYPE		

FARM NAME

CONTACT PERSON

LOCATION		

PHONE NUMBERS		

E-MAIL

Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Hypericums		
Crysenthemums
Crysenthemums
Crysenthemums
Crysenthemums

Kili flora		
Mt. Meru		
Tengeru Flowers
Hortanzi		
La fleur de Afrique
Kilimanjaro flair
Multi flower Ltd
Fides		
Dekker Bruins
Arusha cuttings

Jerome Bruins
Heikki Niskala
Mark Ngalo Arusha
Mr Micheal Owen
Greysom Mrema
Greg Emmanuel
Tjerk Scheltema
Greg Emmanuel
Lucas Gerit		
Tjerk Scheltema

Arusha		
Arusha		
Tanzania		
Arusha		
Arusha		
Arusha		
Arusha		
Arusha		
Arusha		
Arusha		

255 27-25536 33		
255 27 2553385		
255 27 255 3834		
255 784 200 827		
0784 363 570		
255 784 392 716		
255 27 250 1990		
255 27 255 3148		
255 27 255 3138		
255 27 250 1990		

jbruins@habari.co.tz
office@mtmount-meru-flowers.com
teflo@africaonline.co.tz
hortanziagm@cybernet.co.tz
fda@ars.bol.co.tz
greg@kilimanjaroflair.com
tjerk@arushacutting.com
fides@habari.co.tz
info@tfl.co.tz
tjerk@arushacutting.com
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FLOWER FARMS IN ETHIOPIA
TYPE		

FARM NAME		

Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
oses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Roses		
Hypericum		
Gypsophila 		
Hydragiums 		
pelargoniums
Hypericum		
Geraniums 		
Budding plants
Crysenthemums
Freesia & Statice
Hypericum		

Linsen flowers		
Peter Linsen		
Holeta				
Karuturi Farm/Ethiopia meadows
Peter Pardoen
Holeta		
0922 750602
Alliance flowers		
Navale		
Holeta				
Ethio dream Rishi		
Holeta		
Ethiopia		
011 23 72335
Holeta Roses Navale		
Holeta		
Ethiopia				
Arsi Agricultural Mecahanization			
Holeta				
Supra Flowers		
Kaka Shinde		
Holeta		
0911 353187
Agriflora			
M. Asokan		
Holeta		
0922 397760
KAF Flowers			
Baker Elkadi		
Holeta		
251 913 202 460
Rose Ethiopia		
Betemarian Kiflu
Holeta		
0911 91 22 81
Ethio- Agricerft		
Alazar		
Holeta		
0910 922 312
Flowerama			
Admin manager
Holeta		
0912, 9311 81
Dire flowers			
Seifu Bededa
Holeta		
251-11-5156888
Addisfloracom P.L.C		
Kitema Mihret
Holeta		
0912 264190
Joe flowers			
Mihrtu Tafare
Holeta		
0911 370519
Enyi- Ethio			
Teshale		
Sebata		
0911 464629
Lafto Roses			
Andrew Wanjala
Sebata		
0922 116 184
Eden Roses			
Vibhav Agarwal
Sebata		
0930 011228
Ethio-passion		
Roshen		
Sebata		
0911 511 711
Golden Rose			
Mr. Sunil		
Sebata			
E.T Highlands				
Sebata		
0 911 50 21 47
Dire flowers 2		
Abenet Fiktu		
Sebata		
0911 149 329
Sharon Flowers				
Sebata				
Zagwe roses			
Melaku Terefe
Sebata		
0912 426635
Selam Flowers		
Etsegenet Shitaye
Sebata		
0913 198440
Joy Tech			
mulugeta Meles
Debra Zyeit		
0911 302804
Dugda floroliculture		
sayalfe Adane
Debra Zyeit		
0911 50 48 93
Minaye flowers		
Eyob Kabebe		
Debra Zyeit		
011-3728667/8/9
Bukito Flowers		
Anteneh Tesfaye
Debra Zyeit		
0911 615571
oilij			
Bas Van der lee
Debra Zyeit		
0911 507 307
Yassin Flowers		
Tesfaye Gidissa
Debra zyeit		
0911 89 78 56
Z. K Flowers			
Abebe Mamo
Debra zyeit		
0911 52 65 29
Friendship flowers		
Alemayehu		
Debra zyeit		
(251)91 130 49 67
Evergreen farm		
Hiwot		
Debra zyeit		
0912 18 5065
Rainbow colours		
Tadessa Kelbessa
Debra zyeit		
0911 389 729
Sher			
Ramesh Patil		
Ziway		
0912 131940
Braam farm			
Ben Braam		
Ziway		
0920 7462 70
Sher- Koka farm		
Alemitu Biru		
Ziway		
0912 09 78 24
Ziway Roses			
Ermiyas Solomon
Ziway		
0921 094373
Herbug			
Hubb		
Ziway				
AQ			
Wim		
Ziway				
Margin par			
Hayo Hamster
Holeta		
251 911 505 845
Tal Flowers			
Mr. Uri		
Sebata				
Ewf Flowers			
Humphrey		
Sebata		
0920 35 1931
Red fox 			
Michel Zevenbergen
Ziway		
0911 49 00 23
Abssinia flowers		
Sendafa						
Ethiopia cuttings		
Scott Morahan
Koka				
Florensis Ethiopia		
Netsanet Tadasse
Koka				
Maranque			
Mark Drissen		
Merjetu		
(251) 22 1190750,
Freesia Ethiopia		
Ronald Vijvrberg
Sebata		
(251) 115 156259,
Yelcona			
Andreas		
Sebata		
0921 146 930
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CONTACT PERSON

LOCATION		

PHONE NUMBERS

Partners of Floriculture

E-MAIL
Elinsenroset@ethionet.et
Peter.Pardoen@karuturi.com
navele@nehainternational.com
holeta@jittuhorticulture.com
navale@nehainternational.com
arsiflower@ethionet.et
kakashind@rediffmail.com
flowers@ethionet.et
baker-elkadi@yahoo.com
betemariankiflu@yahoo.com
alazar@yahoo.com
flowerama@ethionet.et,
dhf@ethionet.et
tasfaw@addisflora.com
miheretuta@yahoo.com
enyi@ethionet.et
irrigation@laftorose.com
vaibhavaggarwal1@hotmail.com
roshanmuthappa811@gmail.com

PACKAGING MATERIALS LTD

bnf2etf@ethionet.et
abifiktu@yahoo.com
saronfarm@ethionet.et
zagweflora@yahoo.com
etstgshita@yahoo.com
mulugeta@joytechplc.com
general@dugdaflora.com.et
minayefarm@ethionet.et
b.vanderlee@oilijethiopia.com
kemevision@yahoo.com
abemic/2006@yahoo.com
friendship.flowers@yahoo.com
Hiwot.Ayaneh@yahoo.com
rainfarm@yahoo.com
rnpatilpune@yahoo.com
braam.roses@hotmail.com
ermiasziwayroses@yahoo.com
hubb@herburgroses.nil
wimjr@aqroses.com
marginpar@ethionet.et
uridago@walla.co.il
production-manager@Ewf-flowers.com
m.zevenberge@ethiopia.redfox.de
ggh_link@ethionet.et
scott.moharan@syngenta.com
flrensis@ethionet.et
md@maranqueplants.com
freesia@ethionet.et
Andreasndieolens@hotmail.com

Floriculture encourages the pursuit of joint ac�vi�es in areas of mutual interest with na�onal and
interna�onal socie�es, companies and organiza�ons. Agreements have been reached between
Floriculture, leading growers and suppliers and trade associa�ons. This unique partnership includes a
complimentary copy for each member of the registered associa�ons. Floriculture is proud to announce
the coopera�on with the above corporates.
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Rimon Supra 10SC
A contact Insect Growth Regulator for
control of Caterpillars in roses

Lunch will be served

56 0719Floriculture
. Sept
- October 2013
Tel:
095000 Email:
fert@amirankenya.com
Web: www.amirankenya.com

